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Dance of the Comedians (from The Bartered Bride)       B. Smetana 
 
Capriccio Italian, Op. 45              P. Illyich Tchaikovsky 
 
Jurassic Park Highlights     J. Williams/C. Custer 
 
Somewhere in Time            J. Barry/C. Custer 
Dr. Don Reddick, piano 
 
Chariots of Fire       Vangelis/H. Mancini 
Dr. Don Reddick, piano 
 




Entr’acte/Masquerade (from Phantom of the Opera)        A. Lloyd Webber 
 
Night on Bald Mountain    M. Moussorgsky/Rimsky-Korsakov 
 
Band of Brothers Suite    M. Kamen/R. Phillipe 
 
One Day More (from Les Miserables)         A. Boubill/C. Schönberg 
Josh Kelley- Valjean 
Ryan Woodruff- Marius 
Emily Yantes- Cosette 
Jani Massey- Eponine 
Enjolras- Noah Schuitema 
Javert- Noah Campbell-White 
Thenardier- Aaron Degner 
Mdme. Thenardier- Lexi Borton 
 
Please silence your cell phones and refrain from 









































































































Dr. Neal Woodruff, conductor 
Emily Adams • Eddie Andersen • Dawson Barnhart • Brittany Bergstrand 
Lexi Borton • Noah Campbell-White • Aaron Degner • Allie Degner 
Joshua Kelley • Michael Kren • Isaac Lee • Sarah Loisch 
Jani Massey • Jeanette Mathy • Jessica Newby • Samantha Pepper 




12 Orpheus Variety Show, Kresge, 7:00 & 9:00 PM* 
13 Orpheus Variety Show, Kresge, 7:00 & 9:00 PM* 
15 Student Recital, Kresge & Larsen 140, 10:00 AM+ 
15 Organ Recital Series, Centennial Chapel, 12:00 PM+ 
22 Organ Recital Series, Centennial Chapel, 12:00 PM+ 
26 Organ Recital Series, Centennial Chapel, 3:00 PM+ 
27 President’s Dinner & School of Music Concert, Chalfant, 6:00 pm+* 
29 Organ Recital Series, Centennial Chapel, 12:00 PM+ 
30 Sr Recital – Bol/Prium, Kresge, 7:00 PM+ 
 
Nov 
5 Guest Lecturer, Alexander Technique, Larsen 140, 10:00 AM+ 
8 Messiah Auditions, Larsen 140, 6:00 PM+ 
9 Sr Recital – May/Tackaberry, Kresge, 7:00 PM+ 
12 Student Recital, Kresge & Larsen 140, 10:00 AM+ 
12 Sr Recital – Ackerson/Lewis, Kresge, 7:00 PM+ 
13 Faculty Jazz Recital, Kresge, 7:00 PM+ 
15 Percussion Ensembles Recital, Kresge, 7:00 PM+ 
16 Sr Recital – Evans/Henderson, Kresge, 7:00 PM+ 
19 Student Recital – Kresge & Larsen 140, 10:00 AM+ 
19 Chamber Ensembles/Concert Singers Recital, Burke Rotunda, 7:00 PM+ 
26 Student Recital – Kresge & Larsen 140, 10:00 AM+ 
27 Jazz Band/Combos Recital, Kresge, 6:30 PM+ 
30 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 AM+ 
 
Dec 
1 Messiah, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM+ 
7 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM+ 
8 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 2:00 PM+ 
+ Ticket required for event 
* Recital Credit given 
 
Welcome to the All-Abilities Concert! Tonight’s festivities are brought to you by the 
University Orchestra in partnership with the National Association for Music Educators 
chapter on campus and the School of Education. Thank you to the Special Education 
organization for helping make this night run smoothly! This performance is more than 
just an everyday concert for the School of Music. This event is an opportunity to 
provide a novelty experience for any person of any ability to play games, win prizes, 
learn about different instruments and enjoy those instruments in an orchestra! Our goal 
is for individuals with special needs and their families to enjoy a concert in a fun and 
welcoming environment where singing, dancing, and moving are acceptable and 
encouraged. Any questions or suggestions for future All-Abilities concerts here at 
Olivet can be brought to our Facebook page— Olivet Nazarene University: National 





























Monday, October 15, 2018 
Kresge Auditorium 






Summer (from The Four Seasons)           A. Vivaldi 
 Presto 
Connor Mix, violin 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
 
Lonely City Suite                J. Baker 
 Last One Out 
Wyatt Bol, snare 
 
 
Deux Romances           C. Debussy 
 Les Cloches 
Dell May, tenor 
Sarah Loisch, piano 
 
 
Spring Sorrow                J. Ireland 
Emma Morris, mezzo-soprano 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
 
Oboe Concerto in C Major, K. 314     W. A. Mozart 
 Movement 
Emily Henderson, oboe 
Dr. Karen Ball, piano 
 
 
Petite Suite No. 1           C. Debussy 
 En bateau 
Heidi Ackerson, piano 





Cirone 32               A. Cirone 
Carson Lau, snare 
 
 
The Morning Trumpet       W. S. Hartley 
Emily Prium, trumpet 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
 
Salut, demeure chaste et pure           C. Gounod 
Ryan Woodruff, tenor 
Dr. Karen Ball, piano 
 
 
Three pieces for clarinet        I. Stravinsky 
 Movement I 
Tatiana Maravillas, clarinet 
 
 
Gretchen am Spinnrade          F. Schubert 
Jenna Tackaberry, contralto 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
 
Believe Me If All Those Endearing Young Charms  D. Hunsberger 
Elena Ramirez, trumpet 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
 
Home (from Beauty and the Beast)          A. Menken 
Monica Lewis, contralto 
Dr. Karen Ball, piano 
 
 
Sonata in B Minor, K. 27, L. 449         D. Scarlatti 
Jaclyn Evans, piano 
 
 
Please silence your cell phones and refrain from 









15 Organ Recital Series, Centennial Chapel, 12:00 PM* 
22 Organ Recital Series, Centennial Chapel, 12:00 PM* 
26 Organ Recital Series, Centennial Chapel, 3:00 PM* 
27 President’s Dinner & School of Music Concert, Chalfant, 6:00 pm+* 
29 Organ Recital Series, Centennial Chapel, 12:00 PM* 
30 Sr Recital – Bol/Prium, Kresge, 7:00 PM* 
 
Nov 
5 Guest Lecturer, Alexander Technique, Larsen 140, 10:00 AM* 
8 Messiah Auditions, Larsen 140, 6:00 PM* 
9 Sr Recital – May/Tackaberry, Kresge, 7:00 PM* 
12 Student Recital, Kresge & Larsen 140, 10:00 AM* 
12 Sr Recital – Ackerson/Lewis, Kresge, 7:00 PM* 
13 Faculty Jazz Recital, Kresge, 7:00 PM* 
15 Percussion Ensembles Recital, Kresge, 7:00 PM* 
16 Sr Recital – Evans/Henderson, Kresge, 7:00 PM* 
19 Student Recital – Kresge & Larsen 140, 10:00 AM* 
19 Chamber Ensembles/Concert Singers Recital, Burke Rotunda, 7:00 PM* 
26 Student Recital – Kresge & Larsen 140, 10:00 AM* 
27 Jazz Band/Combos Recital, Kresge, 6:30 PM* 
30 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 AM* 
 
Dec 
1 Messiah, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
7 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
8 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 2:00 PM* 
+ Ticket required for event 







Wyatt Bol, percussion 
Hannah Kegg, piano 
 
Emily Prium, trumpet 










Tuesday, October 30, 2018 
Kresge Auditorium 




Concerto No. 2                    C. Cangelosi 
 Movement 1 
Mr. Bol 
 
Nightsongs (for Flugelhorn and Piano)          R. Peaslee 
Miss Prium 
 
October Night               M. Burrit 
Lonely City Suite I-III               J. Baker 
Inspirations Diabolique           R. Tagawa 
Mr. Bol 
 
Prayer of Saint Gregory      A. Hovhaness 
The Morning Trumpet       W. S. Hartley 
Miss Prium 
 
Canaries                E. Carter 
Mr. Bol 
Square Dance                      T. Yoshioka 
Mr. Bol 
Tommy Rankin, Bekah Mondy, Joy Miller 
 
Fantasy for Trumpet           C. T. Smith 
Miss Prium 
 
Concerto No. 2         C. Cangelosi 
 Movement 2 
SyNc          G. Koshinski 
Mr. Bol 
 
Festival Prelude on Thaxted          D. H. Pettit 
Miss Prium 
 




Mr. Bol presents this recital in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the 
Bachelor of Music degree in Music Education & Performance with emphasis in 
percussion. He is the student of Dr. Matt Jacklin. 
 
Miss Prium presents this recital in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the 
Bachelor of Music degree in Music Education with emphasis in trumpet.  
She is the student of Dr. Barkey Bryant. 
Please silence your cell phones and refrain from 






Concerto No. 2 - This movement has a very powerful and lyrical opening, moving through 
several chords until an explosive resolution. The first movement is noticeably soaring and 
utilizes wide intervals of octaves frequently across the marimba, with a forward moving 
pace overall and aggressive section in 6/8 towards the conclusion. Great stamina and 
energy are necessary to keep my hands afloat during this movement. This is the hardest 
piece of repertoire I’ve ever studied, and I’m very proud to present this as the opener of 
our recital! 
 
Nightsongs - I came across this piece on accident, but I kept this piece because of the 
fluegelhorn and the beautiful melodies hidden within it. I was challenged throughout this 
piece with the various triplet rhythms, high-register playing, whole-tone runs, and the 
general cacophony of sound that happens towards the end of the piece. Please enjoy my 
opener and favorite piece! 
 
October Night - This lyrical ballad emulates a four-part choir, with each of the four mallets 
representing one of the voices. This is a somber and elegant piece that sets a very relaxed 
yet joyous mood for the listener. I can’t help but think of a starry night just like this one 
when I perform this. 
 
Lonely City Suite - This three-movement snare work showcases a lot of different intricate 
passages, with each movement being distinctly their own style. The first movement has a 
moderate and consistent pace with the use of many different roll types and embellishments. 
The second movement is much more expressive, with the snares off and a focus on a 
resonate sound. The final movement moves quite quickly with several detailed flam-and-
drag passages to an even faster conclusion of the work. 
 
Inspirations Diabolique - This multiple-percussion piece features two movements, the 
Dance and Perpetual Motion. The dance is in an abstract time signature and will sound 
reminiscent of a Baroque waltz, but for percussion. The Perpetual Motion movement uses 
a triplet rhythm that navigates around the percussion setup with variations that expand and 
develop until a surprise twist at the end of the composition. 
 
Prayer of Saint Gregory - When I first planned out my repertoire list, I wanted to have a 
section of hymns with an organ accompaniment because of the love I have for classical 
hymns. Dr. Bell and I both agreed that the piano would fit the emotion of each piece much 
better. I chose this to be my hymn because of its beautiful and natural melodies that provide 
a lot of expressive freedom inside of minor sounding sonorities. A fun fact about the 
composer: he changed his surname from “Vannes Chakmakjian” to just “Hovhaness” after 
his mother’s death in 1944, stating that “no one ever pronounced it right.” (I can relate to 
that.)  
 
The Morning Trumpet - Even though I won't be playing this piece in the morning, it 
works just as well in the evening. This piece has a total of 5 tunes from the large work 
Southern Harmony that Dr. Bell and I play back and forth. The whole piece reminds me 
something that Aaron Copland, one of my favorite American composer, would write.  
 
Canaries - This timpani work features a rhythmic device known as metric modulation, 
which involves a change of pulse based upon previous note values or groupings. This 
produces an effect in which a tempo change may not be necessarily heard due to the 
relationship of the previous note groupings. The most notable instance of this is in the 
middle section of the piece, in which the right-hand accelerates over several measures 
while the left-hand stays at the same previously established tempo. 
 
Square Dance - This marimba quartet utilizes four marimbas arranged in a square and 
involves several transitions around the square to different marimbas as the piece 
progresses, hence Square Dance. There are instances in which more than one player is on 
one keyboard at a time, and even a section with all four percussionists on the same 
marimba! Thank you so much to Tommy, Bekah, and Joy for being a part of this 
experience. I couldn’t think of friends I’d rather share this piece with. 
 
Fantasy for Trumpet - This piece is seriously a trumpeter's fantasy including a bold and 
brash fanfare, two flowing melodic sections, a song-like improv section, and intricate runs 
littered all throughout. An immense amount of stamina, mental focus, and skilled finger 
coordination is a must to play this piece successfully.  
 
Concerto No. 2 - This is the second movement of the concerto that opened the 
performance. This movement is much more lyrical and flowing, with a wide range between 
the left and right hands that create some very unique textures. Great communication is 
required in this movement between myself and my accompanist, Hannah Kegg. Thank you 
again for accompanying me with this concerto, Hannah. Learning this piece was a very fun 
(and taxing) experience for us both musically, but we always gave each other the “Yes we 
Can-gelosi” pep talk through it. I’m very proud to have presented both the first and second 
movement with you. 
 
SyNc - This abstract snare piece features a snare drum, a marble, a kalimba, snare brushes, 
chopsticks, and a glass with a small marble placed inside. This piece is absolutely beautiful, 
and a very delicate touch is required to properly articulate all of the sounds and melodies 
both on the snare and the kalimba. 
 
Festival Prelude on Thaxted - I’ve loved the tune “Jupiter” from The Planets ever since 
I was exposed to classical music. It has such a unique and emotional melody to it. This 
piece has also been given more of a significance because my dream trumpet, which was 
given to me by my lovely parents, is a Jupiter XO. The sound from this trumpet is one of 





5 Guest Lecturer, Alexander Technique, Larsen 140, 10:00 AM* 
8 Messiah Auditions, Larsen 140, 6:00 PM* 
9 Sr Recital – May/Tackaberry, Kresge, 7:00 PM* 
12 Student Recital, Kresge & Larsen 140, 10:00 AM* 
12 Sr Recital – Ackerson/Lewis, Kresge, 7:00 PM* 
13 Faculty Jazz Recital, Kresge, 7:00 PM* 
15 Percussion Ensembles Recital, Kresge, 7:00 PM* 
16 Sr Recital – Evans/Henderson, Kresge, 7:00 PM* 
19 Student Recital – Kresge & Larsen 140, 10:00 AM* 
19 Chamber Ensembles/Concert Singers Recital, Burke Rotunda, 7:00 PM* 
26 Student Recital – Kresge & Larsen 140, 10:00 AM* 
27 Jazz Band/Combos Recital, Kresge, 6:30 PM* 
30 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 AM* 
 
Dec 
1 Messiah, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
7 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
8 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 2:00 PM* 
+ Ticket required for event 






Jenna Tackaberry, alto 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
Dell May, tenor 










Friday, November 9, 2018 
Kresge Auditorium 




Review              C. Dougherty 
Miss Tackaberry 
 
Wanderer’s Nachtlied              F. Schubert 
Litanei                F. Schubert 
Dichterliebe            R. Schumann 
 Im wundershönen Monat Mai 
 Ich grolle nicht 
Mr. May 
 
Se tu m’ami                A. Parisotti 
Vaga luna, che inargenti                         V. Bellini 
Miss Tackaberry 
Duetto buffo di due Gatti                         G. Rossini 
Miss Tackaberry and Rachel Tobey 
 
Après un Rêve                    G. Fauré 
Deux Romances                    C. Debussy 
 Les Cloches 
Mr. May 
 
Les Berceaux                    G. Fauré 
Le Charme              E. Chausson 
Miss Tackaberry 
 
The Cloths of Heaven                       T. Dunhill 
Where I Want to Be (from Chess)                         B. Andersson, T. Rice, B. Ulvaeus 
Mr. May 
 
Gretchen am Spinnrade                   F. Schubert 
Ständchen                  J. Brahms 
Miss Tackaberry 
 
Marechiare                 F. P. Tosti 
Ma rendi pur contento                 V. Bellini 
Mr. May 
 
A Change in Me (from Beauty and the Beast)                  A. Menken 
Not a Day Goes By (from Merrily We Roll Along)             S. Sondheim 
Miss Tackaberry 
 
Where Were You              C. Huxford 
Doubting Doubts                   Z. Bolen 
Mr. May 
Aaron Benda, Jo Pittman, Josh Kelley 
Corey Elrod, Matt Stepp, Prof. Freddie Franken 
 
The Song that Goes Like This (from Spamalot)                     J. D. Prez, E. Idle 




Miss Tackaberry presents this recital in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the 
Bachelor of Music degree in Music Education with emphasis in voice.  
She is the student of Dr. Jeff Bell. 
 
Mr. May presents this recital in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Bachelor 
of Music degree in Music Ministry with emphasis in voice.  




Program Notes & Translations 
Review - The lyrics of this piece were taken verbatim from a newspaper song recital 
review.  
 
Wanderer’s Nachtlied - O’er the treetops all is at rest, in wood and valley scarce a breath 
stirs through the leaves; the birds are silent, silent through the trees. Only wait, only wait, 
ere long thou too shalt rest. 
 
Litanei - All souls rest in peace who have had done with an anxious torment, who have 
had done with a sweet dream, who, sated with life, hardly born, have departed from this 
world: all souls rest in peace! And those who never smiled at the sun, keeping watch on 
the thorns beneath the moon, to see God in the pure heavenly light and look him just once 
in the face: all who have parted from here, all souls rest in peace! 
 
Im wundershönen Monat Mai - In the wonderfully fair month of May, as all the flower-
buds burst, then in my heart love arose. In the wonderfully fair month of May, as all the 
birds were singing, then I confessed to her my yearning and longing.  
 
Ich grolle nicht - I bear no grudge, even as my heart is breaking, eternally lost love! I bear 
no grudge. Even though you shine in diamond splendor, there falls no light into your heart's 
night, that I've known for a long time. I bear no grudge, even as my heart is breaking. I saw 
you, truly, in my dreams, and saw the night in your heart's cavity, and saw the serpent that 
feeds on your heart, I saw, my love, how very miserable you are. I bear no grudge. 
 
Se tu m’ami - If you love me, if you sigh only for me, dear shepherd, I am sorrowful for 
your sufferings; yet I delight in your love. But if you think that I must in return love only 
you, little shepherd, you are subject to deceiving yourself easily. The beautiful purple rose 
Will Silvia choose today; with the excuse of its thorns, tomorrow, then, will she despise it. 
But the advice of the men I will not follow. Just because the lily pleases me, I do not have 
to despise the other flowers. 
 
Vaga luna che inargenti - Beautiful moon, dappling with silver these banks and flowers, 
evoking from the elements. The language of love only you are witness to my ardent desire; 
go tell her, tell my beloved how much I long for her and sigh. Tell her that with her so far 
away, my grief can never be allayed, that the only hope I cherish is for my future to be 
spent with her. Tell her that day and night I count the hours of my yearning, that hope, a 
sweet hope beckons, and comforts me in my love. 
 
Duetto buffo di due gatti - Duet for two cats. Translation: “meow”. 
 
Après un Rêve - In a slumber charmed by your image I dreamed of happiness, ardent 
mirage; your eyes were more tender, your voice pure and clear, you shone like a sky lit up 
by the dawn; you were calling me and I left the earth to flee with you towards the light; the 
skies parted their clouds for us, splendors unknown, glimpses of divine light... Alas! Alas, 
sad awakening from dreams! I call on you, oh night, give me back your illusions; return, 
return with your radiance, return oh mysterious night! 
 
Deux Romances - The leaves opened on the edge of the branches delicately. The bells 
tolled, light and free, in the clear sky. Rhythmically and fervently, like an antiphon, this 
far-away call reminded me of the Christian whiteness of altar flowers. These bells spoke 
of happy years, and in the large forest, they seemed to revive the withered leaves of days 
gone by. 
 
Les Berceaux  - Far down the quay the great vessels lie, on the tide so silently swinging; 
As yet unaware of cradles there, rocked by the hands of the women. But there comes the 
day of goodbye, for, they say, women must be crying, and men must go, restless to know, 
tempting horizons outward lying! And as the ships all sail along, leaving the port, so 
quickly paling, strangely, their mass seems to be trailing, held back now, by the distant 
cradles.  
 
Le Charme - When your smile surprised me, I felt a shudder through my entire being, but 
what tamed my spirit, at first I did not recognize. When your glance fell on me, I felt my 
soul melt, but what that emotion was, at first I could not answer it. What conquered me 
forever, that was a charm more sad, and I did not know that I loved you, until I saw your 
first tear.  
 
Gretchen Am Spinnrade - My peace is gone, my heart is heavy, I will find it never and 
never more. Where I do not have him, that is the grave, the whole world is bitter to me. My 
poor head is crazy to me, my poor mind is torn apart. For him only, I look out the window 
only for him do I go out of the house. His tall walk, his noble figure, his mouth's smile, his 
eyes' power, and his mouth's magic flow, his handclasp, and ah his kiss! My bosom urges 
itself toward him. Ah, might I grasp and hold him! And kiss him, as I would wish, at his 
kisses I should die! 
 
Ständchen - The moon hangs over the mountain, so fitting for love-struck people. In the 
garden trickles a fountain; otherwise, it is still far and wide. Near the wall, in shadows, 
there stand the students three: with flute and fiddle and zither, they sing and play there. The 
sounds waft up to the loveliest of women, gently entering her dreams. She gazes on her 
blond beloved and whispers: "Forget me not!"  
 
Marechiare - When the moon rises to Marechiare, even the fish tremble in love, they upset 
the waves in the lap of the sea, and for the joy of color. A Marechiare smiles at a balcony, 
my passion beats you down: The water sings under a song, an oleaginous carnation at the 
sill. Who says stars are shining, your eyes did not see the splendor! I know those fiery rays 
I know! Drops come down in this core! Destiny, that evening all incense, and for a long 
time I've waited! To pair the accords with the singing song, tonight a guitar I brought here! 
 
Ma rendi pur contento - Only make happy the heart of my beautiful lady and I will pardon 
you, love, if my own heart is not glad. Her troubles I fear more than my own troubles, 
because I live more in her than I live in myself. 
 
There’s been A Change in Me - Belle sings of seeing changes within herself, but she is 
okay with these changes and where she is at in life now.  
 
Not A Day Goes By - Franklin Shepherd is unable to stop thinking about her ex and is 
very frustrated that she can’t get him out of her head.  
 
Where Were You is based off of the biblical text found in Job 38-39. Cam Huxford 






Heidi Ackerson, piano 
Dr. Karen Ball, piano 
 
Monica Lewis, contralto 










Monday, November 12, 2018 
Kresge Auditorium 




Un cor da voi ferito (from La Rosaura)        A. Scarlatti 
Ombra mai fu (from Serse)        G. F. Handel 
Miss Lewis 
 
Sonata in G Major, K477, L290         D. Scarlatti 
Miss Ackerson 
 
Im Herbst                 R. Franz 
Wie Melodien zieht es mir             J. Brahms 
Miss Lewis 
 
Petite Suite                M. Ravel 
 En Bateau 
Miss Ackerson 
 
Le Bestiaire             F. Poulenc 
 Le Domadaire 
 La Chèvre du Thibet 
 Le Dauphin 
Clair de lune                 G. Fauré 
Miss Lewis 
 
Sonata in D Minor, Op. 31, No. 2          L. van Beethoven 




Home (from Beauty and the Beast)          A. Menken 
Still Hurting (from The Last Five Years)       J. R. Brown 
Miss Lewis 
 
Polonaise in A Major, Op. 40, No. 1           F. Chopin 
Miss Ackerson 
 
All I Ask of You (from Phantom of the Opera)        A. Lloyd Webber 
Miss Lewis and Carter Weitzel 




Miss Lewis presents this recital in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the 
Bachelor of Music degree in Music Education with emphasis in voice. She is the 
student of Dr. Neal Woodruff. 
 
Miss Ackerson presents this recital in partial fulfillment of the requirements for 
the Bachelor of Arts degree in Music with emphasis in piano.  
She is the student of Dr. Karen Ball. 
 
 
Program Notes & Translations 
Un Cor Da Voi Ferito - A heart that thou hast wounded. Mercy implores of thee 
and hopes that thou wilt hear him whose soul is given to thee; and hopes, that thou 
in pity wilt hear him, whose soul is given thee. A heart that thou hast wounded, 
mercy implores of thee, implores of thee, mercy implores of thee.  
 
Ombra Mai Fu - Thy blossoms fair, shedding rare radiance, wafting soft 
fragrance, perfume the air.  
 
Im Herbst - The heather is brown, once blooming so red; the birches are bare, so 
green in their prime; one heart was my own, I now am alone; ah! Weary is autumn 
and woeful the time! The roses were blooming, now withered are they, the flowers, 
once fragrant, all scentless are grown: two gathered then, I now am alone. Dead 
are the flowers I’m gathering today! Alas! The world is drear, before ‘t’was so fair, 
I once was so rich, so rich. Now all joys are fled! One heart was my own, I now 
am alone! My love is false! Oh, would I were dead!  
 
Wie Melodien Zieht es Mir - A thought, like music, holding my heart in soft 
control, like flowers of spring unfolding it thrilleth my soul. But if a word be 
spoken, its beauty to convey, the spell at once is broken, ‘twill vanish quite away. 
In melody deep hidden, a fragrance lies concealed, that bringeth tears unbidden; 
unspoken joy ‘twill yield.  
 
Le Bestiaire -  
1. Le Dromadaire Once, with his dromedaries four, did the gallant knight, Don 
Pedro, wander abroad, to see the world. If I had dromedaries, too, that is what I 
should like to do.  
2. La Chevre du Thibet Nay goat, thy fleece I prize not, nor yet that one, the 
fleece of gold, by Jason captured; for dearer far to me are the locks of my own true 
love.  
4. Le Dauphin Dolphins, as ye dance in the sea, heed ye not how false it be? Even 
so, in brief hours of gladness, I forget life and all its sadness. 
 
Please silence your cell phones and refrain from 




Clair de Lune - Your soul is a garden, rare and most choice, with statuesque 
maskers, gracefully plastic, playing the lute as they dance, and semi mournful, 
beneath disguises all fantastic! And as they sing, in a minor refrain, of love 
supreme and life most opportune, they yet appear to feel their joy is vain, and their 
refrain is blended with the moon! The calm and lovely moon, sad and white, that 
charms the birds in the branches dreaming, flooding the sobbing fountains with 
delight, great jets tall and slender through the marbles gleaming!  
 
Home - Since childhood, this song has meant so much to me. As a young girl, I 
loved the story of Belle and her selfless, sacrificial love for her father and the pain 
she went through to try and feel at home when everything else was ripped away 
from her. I cannot help but be grateful for my own family, and what home truly 
means to me. I dedicate this piece to my family that has always stood by my side. 
 
Still Hurting - Cathy has felt the pain of losing Jamie and does not know where 
to turn in the midst of despair. I like to think that she may find hope even though 
there is much grieving to be had for the loss of their relationship, and that, among 
the grief, there may be a lesson to learn.  
 
All I Ask of You - This is from one of my favorite musicals and has become a 
favorite piece of mine in my time here at Olivet. 
 
All That Matters - I chose this piece for my finale because it is filled with so much 
encouragement and hope. There are those who can lift us up and make sense of the 
chaos and, as Sylvia sings, help us to live life again. This piece has become one of 
my favorites in the last year and I am grateful for the opportunity to perform it for 




13 Faculty Jazz Recital, Kresge, 7:00 PM* 
15 Percussion Ensembles Recital, Kresge, 7:00 PM* 
16 Sr Recital – Evans/Henderson, Kresge, 7:00 PM* 
19 Student Recital – Kresge & Larsen 140, 10:00 AM* 
19 Chamber Ensembles/Concert Singers Recital, Burke Rotunda, 7:00 PM* 
26 Student Recital – Kresge & Larsen 140, 10:00 AM* 
27 Jazz Band/Combos Recital, Kresge, 6:30 PM* 
30 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 AM* 
 
Dec 
1 Messiah, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
7 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
8 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 2:00 PM* 
+ Ticket required for event 



















Monday, November 12, 2018 
Kresge Auditorium 




Vocalise Op. 34, No. 14            S. Rachmaninoff 
Hannah Kegg, clarinet 
Isaac Lee, piano 
 
On the Path to the Lake             S. Barber 
Aaron Degner, baritone 
Sarah Loisch, piano 
 
Meditation (from Thais)          J. Massenet 
Ashley Ramirez, violin 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Green Finch and Linnet Bird (from Sweeney Todd)     S. Sondheim 
Cammi Bittinger, soprano 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
Snare etude #32          A. J. Cirone 
Curtis Snow, snare drum 
 
The Light in the Piazza (from The Light in the Piazza)        A. Guettel 
Ashtyn Williams, soprano 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Partita No. 3               J. S. Bach 
 Prelude 
Molly Jacobs, violin 
 
Moon River            H. Mancini 
Kailie Patterson, mezzo-soprano 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Etude in A Minor          M. Carcassi 
Matthew Stepp, guitar 
 
Madrigal             P. Gaubert 
Ellen Fennell, flute 
Sarah Loisch, piano 
 
Ol’ Man River        J. Kern 
Dawson Barnhart, bass 
Hannah Kegg, piano 
 
Romance             W. G. Still 
Michael DeClue, saxophone 
Dr. Paul Kenyon, piano 
 
Stranger                A. Lippa 
Joshua Kelley, tenor 












12 Sr Recital – Ackerson/Lewis, Kresge, 7:00 PM* 
13 Faculty Jazz Recital, Kresge, 7:00 PM* 
15 Percussion Ensembles Recital, Kresge, 7:00 PM* 
16 Sr Recital – Evans/Henderson, Kresge, 7:00 PM* 
19 Student Recital – Kresge & Larsen 140, 10:00 AM* 
19 Chamber Ensembles/Concert Singers Recital, Burke Rotunda, 7:00 PM* 
26 Student Recital – Kresge & Larsen 140, 10:00 AM* 
27 Jazz Band/Combos Recital, Kresge, 6:30 PM* 
30 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 AM* 
 
Dec 
1 Messiah, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
7 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
8 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 2:00 PM* 
* Recital Credit given 
Please silence your cell phones and refrain from 
















Dr. Paul Kenyon – piano 
Dr. Barkey Bryant – trumpet 
Prof. Jerry Luzeniecki – sax 
Nathan Lain – bass 
Dr. Matt Jacklin – drums 






Tuesday, November 13, 2018 
Kresge Auditorium 







One More Once                Michel Camilo 
 
 
Serengeti         Mark Levine 
 
 
Povo               Freddie Hubbard 
 
 
Oleo         Sonny Rollins 
 
 
The One Step          Chick Corea 
 
 
Little B’s Poem          Bobby Hutcherson 
 
 
Jean de Fleur          Grant Green 
 
 
One of a Kind             Freddie Hiubbard 
 
 
The Look of Love                Burt Bacharach 
 
 

















15 Percussion Ensembles Recital, Kresge, 7:00 PM* 
16 Sr Recital – Evans/Henderson, Kresge, 7:00 PM* 
19 Student Recital – Kresge & Larsen 140, 10:00 AM* 
19 Chamber Ensembles/Concert Singers Recital, Burke Rotunda, 7:00 PM* 
26 Student Recital – Kresge & Larsen 140, 10:00 AM* 
27 Jazz Band/Combos Recital, Kresge, 6:30 PM* 
30 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 AM* 
 
Dec 
1 Messiah, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
7 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
8 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 2:00 PM* 
+ Ticket required for event 
* Recital Credit given 
Please silence your cell phones and refrain from 





























Thursday, November 15, 2018 
Kresge Auditorium 








Table Talk                     Alyssa Weinberg 





Four for Flexatones                                         Ju Ri Seo 
Dr. Matt Jacklin • John Donovan 





Table Music                   Thierry De May 





Apple Blossom                       Peter Garland 
Wyatt Bol • John Donovan • Josh Megchelsen • Buddy Miller 





Square Dance                 Takayoshi Yoshioka 









Dr. Matt Jacklin, director 
Prof. Zachary Bowers, director 
 
Wyatt Bol • John Donovan • Carson Lau 
Josh Megchelsen • Buddy Miller • Joy Miller 














16 Sr Recital – Evans/Henderson, Kresge, 7:00 PM* 
19 Student Recital – Kresge & Larsen 140, 10:00 AM* 
19 Chamber Ensembles/Concert Singers Recital, Burke Rotunda, 7:00 PM* 
26 Student Recital – Kresge & Larsen 140, 10:00 AM* 
27 Jazz Band/Combos Recital, Kresge, 6:30 PM* 
30 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 AM* 
 
Dec 
1 Messiah, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
7 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
8 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 2:00 PM* 
+ Ticket required for event 
* Recital Credit given 
Please silence your cell phones and refrain from 











Emily Henderson, oboe 




Jaclyn Evans, piano 






Friday, November 16, 2018 
Kresge Auditorium 






Sonata in D Major, K 381     W. A. Mozart 
 Allegro 
Miss Evans 
Dr. Karen Ball, piano 
 
 
Oboe Concerto in C major, K. 314     W. A. Mozart 





















Concerto No. 2, Op. 18            S. Rachmaninoff 
 Adagio Sostenuto 
Miss Evans 
Dr. Karen Ball, piano 
 
 
Concerto in C Minor          B. Marcello 
 Allegro moderato 
Miss Henderson 
Notes 
Sonata in D Major - This sonata was written for Mozart and his sister, 
Nannerl, to perform as they exhibited their extroardinary talents around 
many cities. This particular piece was played at the arch-episcopal court in 
Salzburg. Its energy and lively spirit makes for an exciting opener! 
 
Oboe Concerto in C major - Out of 46 concertos written during his 
lifetime, this is the only oboe concerto Mozart ever wrote. Mozart wrote 
this piece for the Salzburg oboe player Giuseppe Ferlendis, in 1777. It is a 
beautiful and challenging piece that remains a cornerstone of the oboe 
repertoire. 
 
Sonata in B Minor - Out of the 555 keyboard sonatas Scarlatti is known 
for, this piece is one of his earliest works. I have been drawn to it from the 
beginning because of its gentle, melancholy opener which blooms into 
many vibrant moods and agitated facets, causing the piece to be hauntingly 
dramatic. 
 
Romance No. 3 - Schumann was a German composer during the  Romantic 
period. He wrote this piece along with the first two Romances for oboe in 
1849 for his wife Clara Schumann as a token of his love. This piece brings 
out the nice warm tone of the oboe as its part interacts with the piano part. 
I hope that when listening to it you hear more than just the notes, but also 
feel the love Schumann wrote it with. 
 
Menuet - Ravel was enlisted in the French army at age 39. Horrifying 
scenes of World War I and of lost loved ones haunted his brain. Before the 
war, he began a six part piano suite as a tribute to François Couperin (a 
leading Baroque composer). By its final publication after the war, Ravel 
dedicated each movement to a friend who died in combat. This movement 
is a reflection of a Baroque minuet, written in memory of his friend’s step-
son, Jean Dreyfus.  
 
On Wings of Song - Mendelssohn was a German composer and pianist 
during the Romantic period. This moving and beautiful piece was originally 
written as a vocal work based on the poem “On Wings of Song” by the 
German poet Heinrich Heine. It was later arranged by Franz Liszt for solo 
piano. Since then, it has been arranged for many other instruments and vocal 
arrangements. Since this piece seems simple at first glance, I took it upon 
myself to really add in a lot of expression to emphasize what the poem is 
trying to say. 
Concerto No. 2, Movement 2 - This masterpiece signified Rachmaninoff’s 
recovery from years of clinical depression and writer’s block. The second 
movement features several various styles—such as lyricism, agitation, and 
victory—which challenge a musician’s ability of interpretation and 
technicality. Rachmaninoff dedicated this concerto to physician Nikolai 
Dahl, who played a large part in restoring his confidence. In the same way, 
I dedicate this piece to everyone who has walked with me through the 
difficult times of life in order to bring me to this point. 
 
Concerto in C Minor - Marcello was an Italian composer and writer during 
the late Baroque period. He was one of the composers that helped set the 
stage for the Classical period. This piece was originally composed between 
1708 and 1713 in the key of D minor. He later transposed it to C minor 
which is the most often performed of the two. This was an enjoyable piece 
to learn and to grow with.  
 
❖❖◆❖❖ 
Miss Henderson presents this recital in partial fulfillment of the requirements for 
the Bachelor of Music degree in Music Education with emphasis in oboe.  
She is the student of Dr. Julie Schmalzbauer. 
 
Miss Evans presents this recital in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the 
Bachelor of Music degree in Music Performance with emphasis in piano.  





19 Student Recital – Kresge & Larsen 140, 10:00 AM* 
19 Chamber Ensembles/Concert Singers Recital, Burke Rotunda, 7:00 PM* 
26 Student Recital – Kresge & Larsen 140, 10:00 AM* 
27 Jazz Band/Combos Recital, Kresge, 6:30 PM* 
30 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 AM* 
 
Dec 
1 Messiah, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
7 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
8 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 2:00 PM* 
+ Ticket required for event 
* Recital Credit given 
Please silence your cell phones and refrain from 













Monday, November 19, 2018 
Burke Rotunda 








Concerto for String Orchestra     G. P. Telemann, arr. T. McCarrick 





University Strings Orchestra 




Stylin                  D. Frackenpohl 
Samba No. 1              A. Ingram 
The Unicorn Awakes           C. Buzzelli 
Guitar Ensemble 




Sortie               L. Lefébure-Wély, arr. T. Wye 
Flute Ensemble 




Ubi caritas             M. Duruflé 
Hymn to St. Cecilia, Op. 27             B. Britten 
Soloists: Emily Adams • Samantha Pepper 
Isaac Lee • Jeanette Mathy • Noah Schuitema 
Concert Singers 






University Strings Orchestra 































Prof. Freddie Franken, director 
 
Adam Patterson • Tsakani Chambo • Daitlyn Dooley 
Nicole Pope • Jeanette Mathy 
Brandon Lindsay • Zachary Sisk 
 
Flute Ensemble 
Prof. Katherine Nielsen, director 
 
Cassie De Deni • Ellen Jacobs • Amy Kaczor 
Nicole Pope • Heather Van Dommelen • Mel Wireman 
 
Concert Singers 
Dr. Neal Woodruff, conductor 
 
Emily Adams • Eddie Andersen • Dawson Barnhart • Brittany Bergstrand 
Lexi Borton • Noah Campbell-White • Aaron Degner • Allie Degner 
Joshua Kelley • Michael Kren • Isaac Lee • Sarah Loisch 
Jani Massey • Jeanette Mathy • Jessica Newby • Samantha Pepper 
Noah Schuitema • Ashtyn Williams • Ryan Woodruff 
 
 
Please silence your cell phones and refrain from 











26 Student Recital – Kresge & Larsen 140, 10:00 AM* 
27 Jazz Band/Combos Recital, Kresge, 6:30 PM* 
30 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 AM* 
 
Dec 
1 Messiah, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
7 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
8 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 2:00 PM* 
 
 









Monday, November 19, 2018 
Kresge Auditorium/Larsen 140 
Larsen Fine Arts Center 
 




Rêverie            C. Debussy 
Michael Kren, piano 
 
My White Knight (from The Music Man)        M. Willson 
Jeanette Mathy, soprano 
Dr. Karen Ball, piano 
 
Sonata No. 1 in F Minor             J. Brahms 
 Allegro appassionato 
Annie Webster, clarinet 
Dr. Paul Kenyon, piano 
 
Lied                 E. Bozza 
Austin Stafford, trumpet 
Michael Kren, piano 
 
A Cockeyed Optimist (from South Pacific)         R. Rodgers 
Abriella Caravette, soprano 
Dr. Neal Woodruff, piano 
 
Ballade        F. Burgmüller 
Cornelius Brown, piano 
 
Sonata for three unaccompanied timpani           P. Ramey 
Charles Miller, timpani 
 
Don’t Cry Outloud      P. Allen and C. Bayer Sager 
Jani Massey, alto 
Dr. Neal Woodruff, piano 
 
Triste                 A. Jobim 
Tyler Chapman, guitar 












Take Care of this House (from 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue)     L. Bernstein 
Haley Mitacek, soprano 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
 
Oboe Sonata       C. Saint-Saëns 
 Movement 2 
Marchella Mailey, oboe 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
 
Grand Trio No. 1 in E Major             F. Kuhlau 
Elizabeth Kijowski, flute • Heather Van Dommelen, flute 
Ellen Fennell, flute 
 
 
The Colours of My Life (from Barnum)       C. Coleman 
Noah Campbell-White, bass 
Isaac Lee, piano 
 
 
Polish Dance               E. Severn 
Caleb Uhlman, violin 
Sarah Loisch, piano 
 
 
Is it Really Me? (from 110 In The Shade)        H. Schmidt 
Samantha Pepper, soprano 

















19 Chamber Ensembles/Concert Singers Recital, Burke Rotunda, 7:00 PM* 
26 Student Recital – Kresge & Larsen 140, 10:00 AM* 
27 Jazz Band/Combos Recital, Kresge, 6:30 PM* 
30 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 AM* 
 
Dec 
1 Messiah, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
7 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
8 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 2:00 PM* 
 
* Recital Credit given 
Please silence your cell phones and refrain from 































Monday, November 26, 2018 
Kresge Auditorium/Larsen 140 
 




Improvisation Op. 84, No. 5               G. Fauré 
Emma Wierenga, piano 
 
Etude No. 4        R. Hochrainer 
Bekah Mondy, percussion 
 
Once Upon a Dream (from Jekyl & Hyde)       F. Wildhorn 
Jordyn Dunbar, mezzo-soprano 
Dr. Neal Woodruff, piano 
 
Pure Imagination                A. Stopa 
John Donovan, percussion 
 
All Things You Are       J. Kern 
Josiah Pittman, string bass 
Dr. Barkey Bryant, trumpet • Phillip Glover, drums 
 
Estampes            C. Debussy 
 Pagodes 
Sarah Loisch, piano 
 
Improvisation et Caprice              E. Bozza 
Emma Wierenga, alto saxophone 
 
Drum Corps on Parade             J. S. Pratt 
Phillip F. Glover, snare drum 
 
Sonata in C Major, K. 545      W. A. Mozart 
 Allegro 
Ellen Jacobs, piano 
 
Sonata No. 2                W. J. Schinstine 
Joy Miller, percussion 
 
Please silence your cell phones and refrain from 




Program – Larsen 140 
Invocation 
 
Per me giunto (from Don Carlo)               G. Verdi 
Isaac Lee, baritone 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
For Good (from Wicked)          S. Schwartz 
Lexi Borton, soprano • Emma Morris, mezzo-soprano 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Cameos                G. Jacobs 
 Movement 1 
 Movement 2 
Garrett Johnson, trombone 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
Trumpet Concerto                J. Haydn 
Nolan Lewis, trumpet 
Prof. Heather Williams, piano 
 
Silent Noon        R. Vaughan Williams 
Victoria Volante, soprano 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Finding Wonderland           F. Wildhorn 
Rachel Stinespring, alto 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
Weep You No More, Sad Fountains             R. Quilter 
Cassidy Elmer, mezzo-soprano 
Annelise Parke, piano 
 
Were You There?              M. Hogan 
Katherine Plesniak, mezzo-soprano 
Prof. Heather Williams, piano 
 
O luce di’ quest anima (from Linda di Chamounix)          G. Donizetti 
Emily Adams, soprano 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
Run Away With Me      K. Kerrigan & B. Loudermilk 
 (from The Unauthorized Autobiography of Samantha Brown) 
Jacob Utter, tenor 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Forest for the Trees (from Spitfire Grill)              J. Valcq 
Eddie Andersen, tenor 











27 Jazz Band/Combos Recital, Kresge, 6:30 PM* 
30 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 AM* 
 
Dec 
1 Messiah, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
7 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
8 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 2:00 PM* 
 
 










Tuesday, November 27, 2018 
Kresge Auditorium 






Morning Dance              Jay Beckenstein arr. John Higgins 
featuring Zach Ackerman • Grant Nicholaus 
 
Jeannine          Duke Pearson arr. Mike Dana 
featuring Danielle Murawski • Phillip Glover 
 
Oblivion                   Astor Piazzola arr. Bob Curnow 
featuring Grant Nicholaus 
 
Count                   Bubba Gordon Goodwin 
featuring Zach Ackerman 
 
ONU Jazz Band 




Have You Ever Seen the Rain             John Fogerty 
 
Crocodile Rock                    Elton John, Bernie Taupin 
 
Sir Duke         Stevie Wonder 
 
ONU Pop-Rock Combo 




Bossa De Luxe            Hank Mobley 
 
Summertime               George Gerrshwin 
 
Four Brothers         Jimmy Guiffre 
 
Cook’s Bay          Kenny Barron 
 
ONU Jazz Combo 






ONU Jazz Band 
Dr. Matt Jacklin, director 
 
Saxes 
Mike Declue, bari 
Danielle Murawski, alto 
Emma Wierenga, alto 
Zack Ackerman, tenor 















Kyle Pearson, piano 
Tori Skrebunas, piano 
Josiah Pittman, bass 
Phillip Glover, drums 
Luke Johnson, drums 
 
 
ONU Pop-Rock Combo 
Prof. Freddie Franken, director 
 
Matt Stepp, guitar   Mike DeClue, bass, alto sax 
Josh Kelley, vocals, guitar  Lexi Borton, vocals 
Jonathan Watkins, keyboard  Corey Elrod, drums 




ONU Jazz Combo 
Prof. Freddie Franken, director 
 
Micah Dascenzo, guitar   Zach Ackerman, tenor sax 
Tyler Chapman, guitar   Eddie Andersen, trumpet 
John Donovan, bass   Aaron Benda, piano 
Phillip Glover, drums   Jeanette Mathy, vocals 










Please silence your cell phones and refrain from 














1 Messiah, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
7 Upper Division Hearing, Kresge, 10:00 AM* 
7 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
8 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 2:00 PM* 
 
 










Tuesday, November 27, 2018 
Kresge Auditorium 










Sonata for Flute and Piano          C. Franck, arr. J. P. Rampal 
 Allegro mosso 
Sonatina for Flute and Piano               E. Burton 
 Allegro giocoso 
Elizabeth Kijowski, flute 




Snare Etude No. 32            A. J. Cirone 
Opening Toccata                 G. Frock 
Pastoral Music                 T. Briggs 
Rock Stock                  G. Frock 




Pure Imagination                  A. Stopa 














Please silence your cell phones and refrain from 















7 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 PM* 
8 Sounds of the Season, Centennial Chapel, 2:00 PM* 
 
 








The School of Music wishes 
you all a very Merry 
Christmas and a very Happy 










Monday, January 14, 2019 
Kresge Auditorium 







Cry Out and Shout          Knut Nystedt 
It’s a Grand Night for Singing         Rodgers & Hammerstein, arr. Stickles 
Jeanie with the Light Brown Hair          Stephen Foster, arr. Roy Ringwald 
Ain’ Got Time to Die          Hall Johnson 
Brothers, Sing On!       Grieg, arr. Howard McKinney 
Real Men Sing! 
Dr. Marvin Jones, director 
Cheryl King, BBCHS 
Chelsey McKay, Peotone 
Tracy Toepfer, Kankakee 
Chris Lehman, Grant Park 
 
 





Jr. High Strings & University String Ensemble 
Melissa Carroll, BUGC 
Rebecca Harms, Herscher 
Paul Moodie, Kankakee 
Prof. Heather Williams, ONU 
 
 
L’oiseax de Feu, 1919               Igor Stravinsky 
 Danse infernale du roi Kastchei 
University Orchestra 
Dr. Neal Woodruff, conductor 
 
 
Suite in E Major, Op 63        Arthur Foote 
 Praeludium 
 Pizzacato and Adagietto  
Radetzky March, Op. 228     Johann Strauss 
High School Strings & University Orchestra 
Connor Allison, Kankakee 
Katrina Cessna, Herscher 
Brittany Williams, BBCHS 
Dr. Neal Woodruff, ONU 
Special thanks to Prof. Rachel Jacklin, Prof. Rebekah Cope,  
Prof. Heather Williams, Hannah Piatek, Prof. Carol Semmes,  





22 Dr. Bell Voice Studio Recital, Larsen 140, 7:00pm* 
 
Feb 
4 Commencement Concert Auditions, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
5 Composers of Olivet, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
28 Spring Musical – Pirates of Penzance, Kresge, 7:00 pm*+ 
 
Mar 
1 Spring Musical – Pirates of Penzance, Kresge, 7:00 pm*+ 
2 Spring Musical – Pirates of Penzance, Kresge, 2:00 pm & 7:00 pm*+ 
4 Sr. Recital - Dascenzo/Benda, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
5 Sr. Recital – Maravillas/Tobey, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
5 Chamber Ensemble Recital, Kelley Prayer Chapel, 8:00 pm* 
6 Spektral Quartet Recital, Kresge, 3:00 pm* 
7 ONU Bands Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
21 Chamber Ensemble Recital, TBD, 7:00 pm* 
26 Night of Jazz, Chalfant Hall, 7:00 pm*+ 
 
Apr 
1 Organ Series Recital, Centennial Chapel, 12:00 pm* 
2 Faculty Jazz Recital, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
6 Day of Percussion, Larsen, 8:00 am* 
9 Organ Series Recital, Centennial Chapel, 12:00 pm* 
8 Percussion Ensembles Recital, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
9 Strings/Chamber Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm*  
11 Show Choir Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
12 Orpheus Choir Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
15 Organ Series Recital, Centennial Chapel, 12:00 pm* 
16 Hale/Wilder Voice Scholarship Audition, Larsen 140, 6:00 pm* 
16 Hopkins Instrumental Scholarship Audition, Kresge, 6:00 pm* 
23 Nielson/Young Piano Scholarship Audition, Kresge, 6:00 pm* 
27 Gospel Choir Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
29 Jazz Band & Jazz Combos Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
30 Symphonic Band Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
 
May 
2 Wind Ensemble Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
4 Commencement Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
 
















Thursday, January 24, 2019 
 
Larsen 140 (Choir Room) 






Anthem (from Chess)          B. Andersson, T. Rice, B. Ulvaeus 




Batti, batti, o bel Masetto (from Don Giovanni)      W.A. Mozart 




My White Knight (from The Music Man)        M. Willson 




Cara, cara e dolce                           A. Scarlatti 




If I Loved You (from Carousel)                             R. Rodgers 




Voce di donna (from La Gioconda)                  A. Ponchiellli 




Empty Chairs At Empty Tables (from Les Misérables)    C. Schönberg 




Hello, Young Lovers (from The King and I)                    R. Rogers 
Payton Leoni, contralto 
O mio babbino caro (from Gianni Schicchi)                G. Puccini 




Once Upon a Time (from All American)                    C. Strouse 




Show Me (from My Fair Lady)                        F. Loewe 




Voi che sapete (from La Nozze di Figaro)        W.A. Mozart 




Still Hurting (from The Last Five Years)           J. R. Brown 




Finding Wonderland (from Finding Wonderland)         F. Wildhorn 




Questa o quella (from Rigoletto)                                   G. Verdi 
Zach Sisk, tenor 
  





Please silence your cell phones and refrain from 







4 Commencement Concert Auditions, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
5 Composers of Olivet, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
11 Student Recital, Larsen 140/142, 10:00 am* 
28 Spring Musical – Pirates of Penzance, Kresge, 7:00 pm*+ 
 
Mar 
1 Spring Musical – Pirates of Penzance, Kresge, 7:00 pm*+ 
2 Spring Musical – Pirates of Penzance, Kresge, 2:00 pm & 7:00 pm*+ 
4 Sr. Recital - Dascenzo/Benda, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
5 Sr. Recital – Maravillas/Tobey, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
5 Chamber Ensemble Recital, Kelley Prayer Chapel, 8:00 pm* 
6 Spektral Quartet Recital, Kresge, 3:00 pm* 
7 ONU Bands Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
8 Student Recital, Kresge/140, 10:00 am* 
21 Chamber Ensemble Recital, TBD, 7:00 pm* 
22 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 am* 
25 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Larsen 140, 10:00 am* 
26 Night of Jazz, Chalfant Hall, 7:00 pm*+ 
28 Sr Recital – Miller/Rivera, Kelley Prayer Chapel, 6:00 pm* 
29 Sr Recital – Massey/Mix, College Church, 7:00 pm* 
 
Apr 
1 Organ Series Recital, Centennial Chapel, 12:00 pm* 
2 Faculty Jazz Recital, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
5 Student Recital, Kresge/140, 10:00 am* 
6 Day of Percussion, Larsen, 8:00 am* 
8 Organ Series Recital, Centennial Chapel, 12:00 pm* 
8 Percussion Ensembles Recital, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
9 Strings/Chamber Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm*  
11 Show Choir Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
12 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 am* 
12 Orpheus Choir Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
15 Organ Series Recital, Centennial Chapel, 12:00 pm* 
16 Hale/Wilder Voice Scholarship Audition, Larsen 140, 6:00 pm* 
16 Hopkins Instrumental Scholarship Audition, Kresge, 6:00 pm* 
23 Nielson/Young Piano Scholarship Audition, Kresge, 6:00 pm* 
26 Student Recital, Kresge/140, 10:00 am* 
27 Gospel Choir Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
29 Jazz Band & Jazz Combos Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
30 Symphonic Band Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
 
May 
2 Wind Ensemble Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
4 Commencement Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
 















Monday, February 4, 2019 
 
Kresge Auditorium 
Larsen Fine Arts Center 





Per me giunto (from Don Carlo)                G. Verdi 
Isaac Lee, baritone 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
O luce di quest anima (from Linda di Chamounix)        G. Donizetti 
Emily Adams, soprano 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
Madamina! Il catalogo è questo (from Don Giovanni)     W. A. Mozart 
Noah Campbell-White, baritone 
Dr. Neal Woodruff, piano 
 
Salut, demeure chaste et pure (from Faust)           C. Gounod 
Ryan Woodruff, tenor 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Tous les trois reuins (from La Fille du Regiment)        G. Donizetti 
Emily Adams, soprano • Ryan Woodruff, tenor • Noah Campbell-White, baritone 
Dr. Neal Woodruff, piano 
 
Piano Concerto No 2 in C Minor, Op 18               S. Rachmaninoff 
 Moderato 
Sarah Loisch, piano 
Dr. Paul Kenyon, piano 
 
Winter (from Four Seasons)              A. Vivaldi 
 Allegro non molto 
Alexandria Degner, violin 
Isaac Lee, piano 
 
Concerto for oboe and orchestra                J. Haydn 
 Allegro spiritoso 
Marchella Mailey, oboe 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Concerto in G Minor                M. Bruch 
 Movement 1 
Molly Jacobs, violin 
Prof. Heather Williams, piano 
 
Hai già vinta la causa! Vedrò mentr’io sospiro (from Le Nozze di Figaro)  W. A. Mozart  
Aaron Degner, tenor 
Sarah Loisch, piano 
 
Zigeungerweisen        M. de Sarasate 
Ashley Ramirez, violin 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
En fermant les yeux (from Manon)           J. Massenet 
Eddie Andersen, baritone 
Dr. Neal Woodruff, piano 
 
Romance               W. G. Still 
Michael DeClue, saxophone 
Dr. Paul Kenyon, piano 
 
Après un Rêve                   G. Fauré 
Dell May, tenor 
Sarah Loisch, piano 
 
 INTERMISSION  
 
Voce di Donna (from La Gioconda)         A. Ponchielli 
Rachel Tobey, mezzo-soprano 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
Concerto No 2           C. Cangellosi 
Wyatt Bol, marimba 
Hannah Kegg, piano 
 
Voi che sapete (from Le Nozze di Figaro)      W. A. Mozart 
Haley Mitacek, soprano 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
Concerto in C Minor, Op. 18                            S. Rachmaninoff 
 Adagio 
Jaclyn Evans, piano 
Dr. Paul Kenyon, piano 
 
Lullaby (from The Consul)        G. C. Menotti 
Monica Lewis, contralto 
Dr. Neal Woodruff, piano 
 
Concertino for Clarinet in Bb and piano, Op 26             C. Weber 
Tatiana Maravillas, clarinet 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
Summer (from The Four Seasons)             A. Vivaldi 
 Presto 
Connor Mix, violin 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Spargi d’amaro pianto (from Lucia di Lammermoor)        G. Donizetti 
Jeanette Mathy, soprano 
Dr. Neal Woodruff, piano 
 
Concerto No. 3         D. Kabalevsky 
 Allegro molto 
Annelise Parke, piano 
Dr. Paul Kenyon, piano 
 
Spring (from The Four Seasons)              A. Vivaldi 
Aaron Degner, violin 
Hannah Kegg, piano 
 
Flute Concerto in D Minor         C. P. E. Bach 
 Allegro di molto 
Elizabeteh Kijowski, flute 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
Trumpet Concerto                 J. Haydn 
 Andante 
Nolan Lewis, trumpet 
Prof. Heather Williams, piano 
 
Concertina for Marimba and Orchestra             P. Creston 
 Movement 3 
Joy Miller, marimba 
Dr. Paul Kenyon, piano 
 
Violin Concerto in G Major                J. Haydn 
 Allegro Moderato 
Joy MacLean, violin 
Prof. Heather Williams, piano 
 
Marimba Concerto No. 1     Chin-Chang Lin 
 One Dream 
Rebekah Mondy, marimba 




5 Composers of Olivet, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
11 Student Recital, Larsen 140/142, 10:00 am* 
28 Spring Musical – Pirates of Penzance, Kresge, 7:00 pm*+ 
 
Mar 
1 Spring Musical – Pirates of Penzance, Kresge, 7:00 pm*+ 
2 Spring Musical – Pirates of Penzance, Kresge, 2:00 pm & 7:00 pm*+ 
4 Sr. Recital - Dascenzo/Benda, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
5 Sr. Recital – Maravillas/Tobey, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
5 Chamber Ensemble Recital, Kelley Prayer Chapel, 8:00 pm* 
6 Spektral Quartet Recital, Kresge, 3:00 pm* 
7 ONU Bands Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
8 Student Recital, Kresge/140, 10:00 am* 
21 Chamber Ensemble Recital, TBD, 7:00 pm* 
22 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 am* 
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25 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Larsen 140, 10:00 am* 
26 Night of Jazz, Chalfant Hall, 7:00 pm*+ 














Tuesday, February 6, 2019 
 
Kresge Auditorium 






Goodbye Holidays                Tyler Chapman 
Eddie Andersen, tenor 
Jazz Combo 
 
No Air             Josh Kelley 
Grant Nicholas, trumpet • Josh Kelley, guitars 
Nathan Lain, bass • Jonathan Watkins, keyboard • Timmy Miller, drums 
 
Etude            Elizabeth Kijowski 
Jaclyn Evans, piano 
 
Majesty                 Austin Stafford 
Dr. Barkey Bryant, flugalhorn 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
Piano Suite No. 1         Nolan Lewis 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Ballade for the Night Writer      Hannah Kegg 
Percussion Ensemble 
 
Jonathan Murawski, for old open-faced upright piano         Isaac Lee 
Isaac Lee, piano 
 
Vermillion Rose       Hannah Kegg 
Sarah Loisch, piano 
 
High Tide          Nolan Lewis 
Aaron Degner, violin • Molly Jacobs, violin 
Prof. Heather Williams, viola • Ryan Woodruff, cello 
 
Steve D’naugh              Isaac Lee 
Tatiana Maravillas, clarinet 
 
Cat and Mouse                Tyler Chapman 
Molly Jacobs, violin • Ashley Ramirez, violin 
Jeanette Mathy, viola • Ryan Woodruff, cello 
Sarah Fey               Isaac Lee 
Prof. Katherine Nielsen, flute 
 
Numinous                Tommy Rankin 
Jaclyn Evans, piano • Connor Mix, violin • Molly Jacobs, violin 
Jeanette Matthy, viola • Josh Kelley, cello • John Donovan, bass 
 
Genesis                Tommy Rankin 
 Garden of Eden 
Jaclyn Evans, piano 
University Orchestra 
 
Time Stops Here               Tommy Rankin 
Jaclyn Evans, piano 
University Orchestra 
 
A Note from the Composers 
We would like to extend our sincere thanks to all of our performers and 
to the University Orchestra under the direction of Dr. Neal Woodruff for 
donating time and talent in helping us realize our creative work.  
We could not continue to grow without your support. 
 
Notes 
Goodbye Holidays - This song is about how sometimes life can leave you feeling 
blue and the holidays just don’t feel the same. Whether it’s a life event, a person 
leaving, or whatever it may be. This song captures the warm range that a tenor can 
provide and is very smooth. It also has some very nice jazz harmonies, and the way it 
handles the melody is interesting. Listen and enjoy the smooth blues that are found 
within this song. 
 
No Air - The song No Air is really inspired by the kind of music I like to listen to 
when I’m working. Whether I’m working on homework or devotions, even driving or 
preparing to speak, I like songs that are relaxing but still interesting. I wrote this song 
to discover more about myself and what I enjoy about music.  
 
Etude - This was the first piece I wrote in my composition lessons with Dr. Karen 
Ball. Although I am saddened by her leaving Olivet, Dr. Ball’s retirement forced me 
to step out of my comfort zone and take lessons with her before it was too late. I was 
quite nervous when I first started lessons, but I gained confidence while writing this 
piece. I am very grateful for Dr. Ball’s encouragement throughout my time studying 
with her. 
 
Majesty - This piece, being my first performed composition, explores one of my 
favorite instruments, the flugelhorn. Using open dissonances in the accompaniment, 
the flugelhorn and piano interact with each other, occasionally trading the melody. 
The composition was written to accentuate what beautiful melodies can come from 
the flugelhorn. 
 
Piano Suite No. 1 - This piece was designed to sound much older than it really is. 
The Prelude was written to sound like a hymn you would hear in church. The rich 
harmonies of the prelude contrast with the light-hearted, and jaunty feeling of the 
Gigue, which was written to sound like music from a festival. 
 
Ballad for the Night Writer - I began this piece as a personal challenge because I 
hadn’t written for a mallet ensemble or in 6/4, so I began writing this out of boredom 
late at night. Ballad for the Night Writer is meant to sound like my thought process 
as it gets later and later, energetic followed by sudden drowsiness and back 
again.  The overlapping rhythm and arrangement of instruments begins to sound like 
the ticking of a clock in the lullaby B section and the repeat back to the fast section 
symbolizes my insomnia, giving the impression that the Night Writer may never fall 
asleep. 
 
Jonathan Murawski - Using an old, out of tune, upright, open faced piano, is the 
beginning of my journey into experimental music. 
 
Vermillion Rose - This piece was inspired by a single melody, which evolved as I 
wrote it.  However, usually when I am writing a solo piece for piano I am writing it 
by sitting at the piano and playing it out, with this piece I struggled to compose more 
so with the computer than with the instrument itself.  It was tough at first, but this 
other method of composition allowed me to explore the music in a new way. 
 
High Tide - This piece was designed to feel like a rocking boat. The lilt of the 6/8 
time signature aids in creating the feeling of a ship being tossed around at sea. 
Inspired by Celtic jigs, and reels and salted with sounds that hint at the great sea 
shanties from the past.  
 
Steve D’Naugh - This piece of music is a person. The music represents or is trying 
to convey the spirit of Steve D’naugh, a man recently divorced not of his own doing 
but his wife’s. Due to this conflict his thoughts are broken and leads him to the 
thought “If I can’t have her, then no one can”. This results in him murdering her. 
 
Cat and Mouse - This piece has a lighthearted bounce to the melody that resembles 
a cat chasing a mouse. The melody gets passed around some, but listen for the 
contrast between the low end viola and cello and the two violins as they battle back 
and forth. There are lots of rhythmic ideas that happen and the harmonies flow into 
each other. At the end there is a chaotic climax and then downfall of the mouse. 
 
Sarah Fey - This piece of music is a person. The music represents or is trying to 
convey the spirit of Sarah Fey. Like her name, Fey, she is whimsical and though she 
lives in the country she wishes to go to the city. She wishes to leave her parents but is 
unable due to her age and reliance on her parents for basic needs. 
 
Numinous - The definition of this word means “to both be in awe and in fear of 
what’s in front of you”. This defines my thoughts for the future. Even though I am 
one to fear the unknown, I am in awe of what God can and will do through me. The 
melody starts soft but then gets more full providing more character to the song.  
 
Genesis - This is the second movement of four that collectively musically depicts the 
book of Genesis in the Bible. Use the melody to envision life’s origin as God begins 
to put things into place.  
 
Time Stops Here - This piece was inspired by composers such as Hans Zimmer, 
Harry Gregson-Williams, and Alan Silvestri. There aren’t many dull moments in this 
piece as it is thoroughly intense. The aim is for the audience to envision the climax of 































































































11 Student Recital, Larsen 140/142, 10:00 am* 
28 Spring Musical – Pirates of Penzance, Kresge, 7:00 pm*+ 
 
Mar 
1 Spring Musical – Pirates of Penzance, Kresge, 7:00 pm*+ 
2 Spring Musical – Pirates of Penzance, Kresge, 2:00 pm & 7:00 pm*+ 
4 Sr. Recital - Dascenzo/Benda, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
5 Sr. Recital – Maravillas/Tobey, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
5 Chamber Ensemble Recital, Kelley Prayer Chapel, 8:00 pm* 
6 Spektral Quartet Recital, Kresge, 3:00 pm* 
7 ONU Bands Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
8 Student Recital, Kresge/140, 10:00 am* 
21 Chamber Ensemble Recital, TBD, 7:00 pm* 
22 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 am* 
25 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Larsen 140, 10:00 am* 
26 Night of Jazz, Chalfant Hall, 7:00 pm*+ 
28 Sr Recital – Miller/Rivera, Kelley Prayer Chapel, 6:00 pm* 
29 Sr Recital – Massey/Mix, College Church, 7:00 pm* 
 
Apr 
1 Organ Series Recital, Centennial Chapel, 12:00 pm* 
2 Faculty Jazz Recital, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
5 Student Recital, Kresge/140, 10:00 am* 
6 Day of Percussion, Larsen, 8:00 am* 
8 Organ Series Recital, Centennial Chapel, 12:00 pm* 
8 Percussion Ensembles Recital, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
9 Strings/Chamber Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm*  
11 Show Choir Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
12 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 am* 
12 Orpheus Choir Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
15 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 am* 
15 Organ Series Recital, Centennial Chapel, 12:00 pm* 
16 Hale/Wilder Voice Scholarship Audition, Larsen 140, 6:00 pm* 
16 Hopkins Instrumental Scholarship Audition, Kresge, 6:00 pm* 
23 Nielson/Young Piano Scholarship Audition, Kresge, 6:00 pm* 
26 Student Recital, Kresge/140, 10:00 am* 
27 Gospel Choir Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
29 Jazz Band & Jazz Combos Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
30 Symphonic Band Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
 
Please silence your cell phones and refrain from 











2 Wind Ensemble Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
4 Commencement Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 



















Monday, February 11, 2019 
 
Kresge Auditorium 







O luce di quest anima (from Linda di Chamounix)      G. Donizetti 
Emily Adams, soprano 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
French Suite in D minor             J. S. Bach 
 Courante 
Sarah Loisch, piano 
 
Flute Concerto in D Minor       C. P. E. Bach 
 Allegro di molto 
Elizabeteh Kijowski, flute 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
Luke Havergal                 J. Duke 
Aaron Benda, baritone 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
Opening Toccata               G. Frock 
Carson Lau, timpani 
 
Were You There?         V. Labenske 
Micah Dascenzo, tenor 
Prof. Sony Comer, piano 
 
Aria                 E. Bozza 
Emma Wierenga, alto saxophone 
Dr. Paul Kenyon, piano 
 
Marimba Concerto No. 1             Chin-Chang Lin 
 One Dream 
Rebekah Mondy, marimba 





28 Spring Musical – Pirates of Penzance, Kresge, 7:00 pm*+ 
 
Mar 
1 Spring Musical – Pirates of Penzance, Kresge, 7:00 pm*+ 
2 Spring Musical – Pirates of Penzance, Kresge, 2:00 pm & 7:00 pm*+ 
4 Sr. Recital - Dascenzo/Benda, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
5 Sr. Recital – Maravillas/Tobey, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
5 Chamber Ensemble Recital, Kelley Prayer Chapel, 8:00 pm* 
6 Spektral Quartet Recital, Kresge, 3:00 pm* 
7 ONU Bands Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
8 Student Recital, Kresge/140, 10:00 am* 
21 Chamber Ensemble Recital, TBD, 7:00 pm* 
22 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 am* 
25 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Larsen 140, 10:00 am* 
26 Night of Jazz, Chalfant Hall, 7:00 pm*+ 
28 Sr Recital – Miller/Rivera, Kelley Prayer Chapel, 6:00 pm* 
29 Sr Recital – Massey/Mix, College Church, 7:00 pm* 
 
Apr 
1 Organ Series Recital, Centennial Chapel, 12:00 pm* 
2 Faculty Jazz Recital, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
5 Student Recital, Kresge/140, 10:00 am* 
6 Day of Percussion, Larsen, 8:00 am* 
8 Organ Series Recital, Centennial Chapel, 12:00 pm* 
8 Percussion Ensembles Recital, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
9 Strings/Chamber Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm*  
11 Show Choir Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
12 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 am* 
12 Orpheus Choir Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
15 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 am* 
15 Organ Series Recital, Centennial Chapel, 12:00 pm* 
16 Hale/Wilder Voice Scholarship Audition, Larsen 140, 6:00 pm* 
16 Hopkins Instrumental Scholarship Audition, Kresge, 6:00 pm* 
23 Nielson/Young Piano Scholarship Audition, Kresge, 6:00 pm* 
26 Student Recital, Kresge/140, 10:00 am* 
27 Gospel Choir Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
29 Jazz Band & Jazz Combos Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
30 Symphonic Band Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
 
Please silence your cell phones and refrain from 











2 Wind Ensemble Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
4 Commencement Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 







Aaron Benda, baritone 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
Micah Dascenzo, tenor 







Monday, March 4, 2019 
 
Kresge Auditorium 





Se Florinda è Fedele           A. Scarlatti 
Dalla sua pace (from Don Giovanni)     W. A. Mozart 
Mr. Dascenzo 
 
Magyarisch               J. Brahms 
Der Überläufer              J. Brahms 
Mr. Benda 
 
Wir wandelten              J. Brahms 
Widmung         R. Schumann 
Mr. Dascenzo 
 
Beau soir            C. Debussy 
En prière                 G. Fauré 
Ma rendi pur contento             V. Bellini 
Mr. Benda 
 
Ici-bas!                 G. Fauré 
Aimons-nous                  C. Saint-Saëns 
Mr. Dascenzo 
 
Warm as the Autumn Light (from The Ballad of Baby Doe)         D. Moore 
Luke Havergal                 J. Duke 
Mr. Benda 
 
Eternal Life              O. Dungan 
Give Me Jesus       arr.  M. Hogan 
Were You There?              arr. V. Labenske 
Mr. Dascenzo 
 
Close Every Door             A. Lloyd Webber 
 (from Joseph and the Technicolor Dreamcoat) 
Besame mucho    C. Velásquez, arr. F. Franken 
Mr. Benda 




Notes & Translations 
Se Florinda è fedele - The Lady Still Is Faithful (1698) is one of the operas that 
Scarlatti composed in Naples during his years of great productivity there. The singer 
is Alidoro, who overheard a conversation where  Florinda declares love for him. 
 
If Florinda is faithful, I will fall in love will be able to draw the bow like a quivered 
archer for I myself will know how to defend from a glance flattering pleas, tears, 
laments, I will not hear but if she will be faithful.  I myself will fall in love. 
 
Dalla Sua Pace - Donna Anna seems sure that Don Giovanni has been responsible for 
an attack on her and the  murder of her father, causing her much distress. In this aria, 
written to replace “Il mio tesoro” in the Vienna performance of 1788, Ottavio insists 
that he will know peace only when his fiancée’s tranquility is assured. 
 
My peace depends on hers.That which pleases her gives me life; that which displeases 
her kills me. If she sighs, I sigh too that rage is mine;  And I do not have joy if she 
doesn’t. 
 
Magyarisch - I gazed into the extremely sweet miraculous glow of the wondrous 
beauty’s eyes, and by doing so forfeited the cheerful gleam of my own eyes. Lord God, 
why, to our grief, to our grief and pain, did You ever create such dark stars with such 
bright magic rays? That splendor blinded me to all the blisses of this earth; all around, 
wherever my eyes look, it is night, all around, wherever my eyes look, it is night, it is 
night.  
 
Der Überläufer (The Defector) - Let’s go into the garden where the beautiful roses 
are; there are many too many roses there; I will pluck one, any one I want. We often 
sat side by side; how faithful my darling was to me! I would never have imagined that 
my darling could be so false. Don’t you hear the huntsman blowing in the forest on the 
green sward, the huntsman with the green hat, who is taking my darling away from 
me, my darling? 
 
Wir Wandelten - We strolled, we two together. I was so quiet and you so quiet; I 
would give much in order to learn what you thought on that occasion. What I thought- 
unspoken may-remain that! Only one thing I say so beautiful was everything that I 
thought, so heavenly and happy was it all. In my head the thoughts, they rang like 
golden little bells so wonderfully sweet, so wonderfully lovely is in the world no other 
sound. 
 
Widmung - You my soul, you my heart you my joy, oh you my pain you my world, in 
which I live, my heaven you, in which I soar oh you, my grave, into which downward 
I for eternity my grief gave. You are rest, you are peace, you are heaven to me granted. 
That you my love makes me to myself worthy; your gaze has me before myself 
transfigured. You raise me lovingly above myself, my good spirit, my better I! 
 
Beau soir - When at sunset the rivers are rosy and a gentle ripple crosses the fields of 
grain, a suggestion to be happy seems to emanate from all things and enters the  
troubled heart. A suggestion to savor the charm of being in the world while one is 
young and the evening beautiful; For we are moving on just as this wave moves on: it 
to the sea, we to the tomb. 
 
En prière  - If the voice of a child can rise up to You, O my Father, from Jesus before 
You on his knees, listen to the prayer! If you have chosen me to teach Your law upon 
earth, I will know how to serve You, august King of Kings, O Light! Upon my lips, 
Lord, put the truth that gives salvation, in order that he who doubts, with humility may 
revere You! Do not abandon me, give me the gentleness necessary to alleviate 
misfortunes, to relieve pain and wretchedness! Reveal Yourself to me, Lord in Whom 
I believe and I hope: For You I want to suffer and die on the cross, at Calvary! 
 
Ma rendi pur contento - But please do make contented my beautiful one’s heart and 
I will forgive you, love, if mine is not happy. I dread her anxieties more than my 
anxieties, because I live more through her than I live for myself.  
 
Ici-bas! - Down here all the lilacs die, all the songs of birds are short. I dream of 
summers that last forever! Down here lips touch briefly leaving nothing of their velvet. 
I dream of kisses that last forever! Down here everyone weeps about their friendships 
or their loves dream of couples that last forever! 
 
Aimons-Nous - Let us love each other and sleep without thinking of the world neither 
the raging of the sea nor the storm in the mountains as long as we are in love, will 
trouble your blonde head for love is stronger than the Gods and Death! The sun will 
die away to leave your complexion more pure. The wind that bows the trees to the 
ground would not dare, in passing, to play with your hair as long as you bury your 
head in my arms! And when our two hearts soar into the happy spheres, where 
heavenly lilies bloom beneath our tears then, like flowers, our lips will join lovingly 
and attempt to conquer death with a kiss! 
 
Warm as the Autumn Light - The protagonist of the opera, Tabor, has heard Baby 
Doe singing. He is reminded of a love that he once knew and the life he left behind to 
be in Colorado. Her singing causes him to reflect on his youth and creates a longing in 
him for those feelings once again.  
 
Luke Havergal - This poem speaks of a man who is riddled with the love of one who 
has been lost. There is an unknown voice that calls to him enticing him to take his own 
life to be with his beloved beyond the grave. John Duke uses symbolism in nature’s 
falling leaves as Luke’s life longing to be gone away.  
 
Close Every Door to Me - In this scene, Joseph is seen in prison contemplating his 
life and how he came to be in this situation after being sold into slavery by his family. 
He is in much turmoil as he feels that he is suffering alone, but he holds onto the 
promise that God has given to his family, the people of Israel.  I would like to dedicate 
this song to Anthony Benda to whom I have always looked up, and from whom I have 
always received a push to be better than I perceived possible at the time. Thank you, 
Tony. 
 
Besame mucho - Kiss me now, kiss me with passion- kiss me as if this were to be our 
very last night. Kiss me now, kiss me with passion- for you I may never-more see once 
past early light. I want to hold you so closely, look into your eyes to find you mirroring 
me. I’m sure dawn will find me lonely cast away so far behind where you then will be.  
 
Please silence your cell phones and refrain from 







Mr. Benda presents this recital in partial fulfillment of the requirements 
for the Bachelor of Arts degree in Music with emphasis in voice.  
He is the student of Professor Martha Dalton. 
 
Mr. Dascenzo presents this recital in partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for the Bachelor of Arts degree in Music with emphasis in 
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22 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 am* 
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1 Organ Series Recital, Centennial Chapel, 12:00 pm* 
2 Faculty Jazz Recital, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
5 Student Recital, Kresge/140, 10:00 am* 
6 Day of Percussion, Larsen, 8:00 am* 
8 Organ Series Recital, Centennial Chapel, 12:00 pm* 
8 Percussion Ensembles Recital, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
9 Strings/Chamber Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm*  
11 Show Choir Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
12 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 am* 
12 Orpheus Choir Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
15 Upper Division Hearing Performance, Kresge, 10:00 am* 
15 Organ Series Recital, Centennial Chapel, 12:00 pm* 
16 Hale/Wilder Voice Scholarship Audition, Larsen 140, 6:00 pm* 
16 Hopkins Instrumental Scholarship Audition, Kresge, 6:00 pm* 
23 Nielson/Young Piano Scholarship Audition, Kresge, 6:00 pm* 
26 Student Recital, Kresge/140, 10:00 am* 
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2 Wind Ensemble Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
4 Commencement Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 







Tatiana Maravillas, clarinet 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
Rachel Tobey, mezzo-soprano 







Tuesday, March 5, 2019 
 
Kresge Auditorium 






Du Ring an meinem Finger (from Frauenliebe und -leben)               R. Schumann 
Ich liebe dich             G. Bachlund 
 
 
Concertino for Clarinet in Bb and Piano, Op. 26               C.M. von Weber 
 
 
L’amour est un oiseau rebelle ( “Habeñera” from Carmen)             G. Bizet 
L’Heure exquise               Poldowski 
 
 
Allegro molto           W. A. Mozart 
with Hannah Kegg, clarinet 
 
 
Voce di donna (from La Gioconda)         A. Ponchielli 
Cangiò d'aspetto (from Admeto)           G.F. Handel 
 
 
Konzert in A-dur für Klarinette und Orchester (K.V. 622)     W. A. Mozart 
   Rondo - allegro 
 
 
You Don’t Know This Man (from Parade)          R. J. Brown 
All The Wasted Time (from Parade)           R. J. Brown 
with Dell May, tenor 
 
 
Three Pieces for Solo Clarinet (I, II, & III)        I. Stravinsky 
 
 





Please silence your cell phones and refrain from 





Notes & Translations 
 
Der Ring -   This beautiful gold ring on my finger, I often kiss it, and hold it close to my 
heart. I thought my joyous dreams of a bright and peaceful future were crushed; I was so 
alone and in a dark place. This ring upon my finger has made me glad. It has pushed the 
clouds away and made me happy to live. I want to spend forever with my lover. I will be 
faithful to him, serve him, compliment him, and cheer him, desiring to have his approval. 
 
Ich liebe dich – Translated “I love you,” the text explains how naturally love comes, 
as the sun and its shine, and a rose and its branches. 
 
Concertino for Clarinet - Weber composed this work in three days in 1811 for 
clarinetist Heinrich Bärmann, who learned it in three days for a performance for King 
Maximillian I. I was introduced to this piece by my high school band director and am 
very excited to be performing it for this program. 
 
L’amour est un oiseau rebelle - Love is wild like a bird that none can tame. I flirt with 
men without giving my heart away to them. They beg me to be their wife, but I refuse. I 
want to love freely and not have commitment. Be warned - I will love you tonight, but I 
may hurt you tomorrow. You can try to trap me like a bird, but I will run away. You can't 
summon me; I come when I want. I may be yours for now, but I won't be your forever. 
 
L'Huere Exquise - This song was composed by a woman, but, because of gender 
constraints, she published it under a male pseudonym. The lyrics of this song display the 
beautiful world around us. I am proud to be able to help the composer share her 
appreciation of beauty with others.  
 
Voce di Donna - This aria is performed by a blind girl who has just heard a song sung by 
a beautiful voice.  She decides to give the singer her rosary as a token of her 
appreciation.  
 
Cangiò d'aspetto - Cruel destiny has changed its aspect and in my heart is reborn 
complete happiness. I no longer feel pain and suffering now that my heart has turned to 
joy.  
 
Konzert in A-dur – Composed just after completing The Magic Flute, this concerto is 
the last major piece Mozart wrote. I have performed the first two movements and wanted 
to challenge myself by performing the final movement.  
 
Songs from Parade - Parade is a musical that follows the life of a Jewish couple living 
in the post-Civil War South. Leo (the husband) is falsely accused of molesting a young 
woman who works for him. He is eventually acquitted by the courts, but he ends up being 
lynched by a mob of angry townspeople. The first song is Lucille's (the wife) reply when 
she is interviewed by a journalist about her husband. The second song is sung when 
Lucille visits Leo in his jail cell. 
 
Three Pieces – Written in 1919 as a thank-you to the philanthropist/clarinetist Werner 
Reinhart,  this is one of the best-known works for unaccompanied clarinet, and it is one 
of the most challenging pieces I have played.  
 
The Lord's Prayer - This was one of the first songs I learned in voice lessons at Olivet. 
As I conclude my senior year and we conclude this recital, I hope these words of 
Scripture will bring peace.  
 
  
Miss Maravillas presents this recital in partial fulfillment of the requirements 
for the Bachelor of Arts degree in Music with emphasis in clarinet. 
She is the student of Professor Robert Evans. 
 
Miss Tobey presents this recital in partial fulfillment of the requirements  
for the Bachelor of Arts degree in Music  with emphasis in voice.  
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Thursday, March 7, 2019 
 
Kresge Auditorium 









Star Spangled Banner           F. S. Key/arr. Bill Moffit 
Joy Revisited               F. Ticheli 
They Led My Lord Away      A. J. Gordon/arr. F. J. Allen 
El Capitan        J. P. Sousa/arr. B. Holcomb 
Different Voices                R. Kirby 
  I. The Spoken (Dialogues) 
 II. Whispers 
III. The Voices of Song 
featuring Sarah Loisch, piano 
Symphonic Sketch               C. Carter 
Symphonic Band 
Dr. Matt Stratton, conductor 









Melody Shop                K. King/arr. A. Glover 
Variations on America       C. Ives trans. W. E. Rhodes 
Amazing Grace               F. Ticheli 
Festive Overture    D. Shostakovitch/trans T. Takahashi 
Wind Ensemble 
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Joy Revisited - The main melody and overall mood of the work were inspired by a signal event: the birth 
of our first child. The intense feelings that any father would likely feel on such a day, were any case, 
accompanied by a simple little tune which grabbed hold of me in the hours preceding her birth, and refused 
to let go throughout the day and many days thereafter. Indeed until I jotted it down in my sketchbook, it 
did not release its grip. Seven years and two children later, I stumbled upon that old sketch and discovered 
(or rediscovered) that it would serve perfectly as the foundation for a joy-filled concert band overture. 
                                       - Frank Ticheli 
 
Adoniram Judson Gordon was born in New Hampshire 1836. A baptist minister, he wrote several books 
of hymns before his death in 1895. They Led My Lord Away is an example of a call-response hymn with 
its recurring refrain “can you tell me where to find Him?”                      - Fred J. Allen 
 
John Philip Sousa’s operetta, El Capitan, was first produced in 1896.  The march that we’ll perform this 
evening consists of themes from that operetta.  According to Paul E. Bierley in The Works of John Philip 
Sousa, “This was the march played by the Sousa Band…...as they led Admiral Deweys’ victory parade in 
New York on September 30, 1899.  It was a matter of sentiment with Sousa, because the same march was 
played by the band on Dewey’s warship Olympia as it sailed out of Mirs Bay on the way to attack Manila 
during the Spanish-American War.” 
 
Each movement of this composition represents several of the different manners in which the human voice 
produces sound and becomes the vehicle of communication - therefore the title Different Voices.  Except 
for the whispering in the second movement, the piece does not attempt to simulate the actual sound of the 
human voice but rather attempts to depict the spirit by which that sound is produced.              - Rick Kirby 
 
Charles Carter’s compositions were considered trend setting in the 1960’s and 1970’s.  He studied music 
at Ohio State University and the Eastman School of Music and spent most of his teaching career at Florida 
State University.  Symphonic Sketch was commissioned by and dedicated to the Eudora (KS) High School 
Band and their director, Rod McIntyre.  The composition is organized in an A-B-A form: the first and last 
“A sections” are based on the same themes with a fast tempo and a slower, contrasting “B section” in the 
middle. 
 
Melody Shop was dedicated to E.E. Powell and Al Shortridge, owners of the Powell Music Co. Melody 
Shop in Canton, Ohio, King's hometown at the time. The nineteen-year-old composer was playing 
euphonium with Robinson's Famous Shows and was on tour much of the time, but he always enjoyed 
returning to Canton to see his family and friends. March researcher Robert Hoe wrote that "of all the 
marches ever written, this one is considered the ne plus ultra (summit of achievement) for baritone-
euphonium players." Most clarinet players also  appreciate the challenge  in their part. 
                         - Program Note from Program Notes for Band 
 
Variations on America was originally a composition for organ. Composed in 1891 when Ives was 
seventeen, it is an arrangement of a traditional tune, known as My Country, 'Tis of Thee, and was at the 
time the de facto anthem of the United States.  The variations are a witty, irreverent piece for organ, 
probably typical of a “silly” teenage phenom like Ives. According to his biographers, the piece was played 
by Ives in organ recitals in Danbury and Brewster, New York, during the same year. At the Brewster 
concert, his father would not let him play the pages which included canons in two or three keys at once, 
because they were “unsuitable for church performance – They upset the elderly ladies and made the little 
boys laugh and get noisy!”               - Program Note by David Holsinger 
 
I wanted my setting of Amazing Grace to reflect the powerful simplicity of the words and melody - to be 
sincere, to be direct, to be honest - and not through the use of novel harmonies and clever tricks, but by 
traveling traditional paths in search of truth and authenticity. The spiritual, "Amazing Grace," was written 
by John Newton (1725-1807), a slaveship captain who, after years of transporting slaves across the Atlantic 
Ocean to the New World, suddenly saw through divine grace the evilness of his acts. First published in 
1835 by William Walker in The Southern Harmony, "Amazing Grace" has since grown to become one of 
the most beloved of all American spirituals.                        – Program Note by the composer, Frank Ticheli 
 
The Festive Overture is an excellent curtain raiser and contains one of Shostakovich's greatest attributes 
-- the ability write a long sustained melodic line combined with a pulsating rhythmic drive. In addition to 
the flowing melodic passages, there are also examples of staccato rhythmic sections which set off the 
flowing line and the variant fanfares. It is truly a "festive overture.” 
             - Note from the score, by Donald Hunsberger 
Symphonic Band 
Dr. Matt Stratton, conductor 























































































































Prof. Zachary Bowers, director 
 
Andrew Case • Ian Varquez • Seth Carnell • Joshua Megchelsen 
Samantha Shepherd • Luke Johnson • Lucas Wilkinson • Megan Mishler 
Bobby Mueller • Jeremy Wolles • Tyler Wall 
Wind Ensemble 
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Friday, March 8, 2019 
 
Kresge Auditorium 







Dans                 L. I. Gall 
Matthew Stepp, guitar 
 
A Wonderer’s Song       F. Keel 
Noah Campbell-White, baritone 
Prof. Lane Keister, piano 
 
Fantasy, Op. 73, No. 1       R. Schumann 
Hannah Kegg, clarinet 
Dr. Paul Kenyon, piano 
 
Into the Night            C. Edwards 
Kailie Patterson, mezzo-soprano 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Paritita No. 2               J. S. Bach 
 Giga 
Ashley Ramirez, violin 
 
Blues for Gilbert             M. Glentworth & J. Vilaprinyó 
Phillip F. Glover, percussion 
 
 
Remember This      Kerrigan-Lowdermilk 
 (from The Unauthorized Biography of Samantha Brown) 
Jeanette Mathy, soprano 
Dr. Paul Kenyon, piano 
 
Psalm 23              P. Creston 
Lexi Borton, soprano 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
Three Pieces for Solo Clarinet       I. Stravinsky 
 Movement III 
Tatiana Maravillas, clarinet 
 
 
Yellow After the Rain             M. Peters 
Charles Miller, percussion 
 
Sicilienne                 G. Fauré 
Ellen Fennell, flute 
Jaclyn Evans, piano 
 
Partida No. 2 in D Minor             J. S. Bach 
 Allemanda 
 Corrente 
Connor Mix, violin 
 
Blue Bossa             K. Dohram 
Grant Nicholaus, trumpet 
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Thursday, March 21, 2019 
 










L’oiseau de feu, 1919 Suite               Igor Stravinsky 
 L’oiseau de feu et sa danse 
 Variation de l’oiseau de feu 
Ronde des princesses 





Symphony No. 4, Op. 90 “Italian”        Felix Mendelssohn 
 Allegro vivace 
 Andante con moto 
 Con moto moderato 
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Friday, March 22, 2019 
 
Kresge Auditorium 










Isn’t She Lovely          S. Wonder, arr. J. Pittman 
Fly Me to the Moon 
Cello Suite No. 1 in G Major, BWV 1007           J. S. Bach 
Josiah Pittman, string bass 





Liebst du um Schönheit       C. Schumann 
There Will Be Stars                 J. Duke 
Nuit d’étoiles            C. Debussy 
Un moto di gioia       W. A. Mozart 
Emma Morris, alto 




Opening Toccata               G. Frock 
Etude 4        R. Hochrainer 
Hodge Podge        J. Pratt 
Frogs         K. Abe 
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Monday, March 25, 2019 
 
Kresge Auditorium 









As If We Never Said Goodbye (from Sunset Boulevard)  A. Lloyd Webber 
Vergebliches Ständchen             J. Brahms 
Non è ver                 T. Mattei 
Haley Mitacek, mezzo-soprano 




Questo o quella (from Rigoletto)              G. Verdi 
It’s Not Where You Start (from Seesaw)       C. Coleman 
Lydia                  G. Fauré 
Zachary Sisk, tenor 




L’Heure exquise             Poldowski 
Cara e dolce            A. Scarlatti 
I’m Not That Girl (from Wicked)        S. Schwartz 
Rachel Stinespring, contralto 
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Tuesday, March 26, 2019 
 
College Church University Avenue 








Guijira           Chick Corea 
Retroviseur          Paris Combo 
When Sunny Gets Blue/Boplicity      Fisher & Segal/Cleo Henry 
East of the Village       Hank Mobley 
Jazz Combo 
Prof. Freddie Franken, director 
 
The Maze               Herbie Hancock 
Positive Changes      Dan Whieldon 
Highway One           Bobby Hutcherson 
Faculty Jazz Ensemble 
 
Rejoice! The Lord is King                                         arr. Mark Hayes 
How Far I’ll Go (from Moana)                        arr. James Ray 
featuring Lexi Borton 
Forever In His Care                              Randall Dennis, arr. David Maddux 
featuring Emily Adams, solo 
Sarah Loisch, piano 
Jo Pittman, bass 
Phillip Glover, drumset 
Dr. Barkey Bryant, flugelhorn 
God Bless the Child                               Billie Holliday, arr. Derek Fawcett 
Commissioned for the 2018-2019 ONU Concert Singers 
featuring Jani Massey, Jeanette Mathy 
Eddie Andersen, Noah Campbell-White, solos 
Dr. Don Reddick, piano • Prof. Freddie Franken, guitar 
Nathan Lain, bass • Dr. Matt Jacklin, drum set 
Concert Singers 
Dr. Neal Woodruff, conductor 
 
One More Once            Michel Camillo, arr. Matt Amy 
Dat Dere        Bobby Timmons, arr. Erik Morales 
Jeannine               Duke Pearson, arr. Mike Dana 
Have You Heard              Pat Metheny, arr. Bob Curnow 
Jazz Band 
Dr. Matt Jacklin, conductor 
Jazz Combo 
Prof. Freddie Franken, director 
 
John Donovan - bass 
Phil Glover - drums 
Aaron Benda - piano 
Ryan Froidcoeur - sax 
Zach Ackerman - sax 
Eddie Andersen - trumpet/voice 
Jeanette Mathy - viola/voice 
Curtis Snow - vibes 
Micah Dascenzo - guitar 
Tyler Chapman - guitar 
 
 
Faculty Jazz Ensemble 
Prof. Jerry Luzeniecki, saxophone • Dr. Matt Jacklin, drums 
Dr. Paul Kenyon, piano • Nate Lain, bass 




Dr. Neal Woodruff, conductor 
 
Emily Adams • Eddie Andersen • Dawson Barnhart • Brittany Bergstrand 
Lexi Borton • Noah Campbell-White • Aaron Degner • Allie Degner 
Joshua Kelley • Michael Kren • Isaac Lee • Sarah Loisch 
Jani Massey • Jeanette Mathy • Jessica Newby • Samantha Pepper 
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Jeanette Mathy, soprano 
Dr. Paul Kenyon, piano 
 
Connor Mix, violin 







Friday, March 29, 2019 
 




Retroviseur          Paris Combo 
Mrs. Mathy 
with Aaron Benda • piano, Eddie Anderson, trumpet  
Ryan Froidcoeur & Zack Ackerman, saxophone 
Micah Descanzo & Tyler Chapman, guitar 
John Donovan, bass • Josh Hayag, drums 
 
Czárdás       Vittorio Monti 
Mr. Mix 
 
Remember This                Kerrigan-Lowdermilk 
 (from The Unauthorized Biography of Samantha Brown) 
Mrs. Mathy 
 





La Lune blanche luit dans les bois              G. Fauré 
 (No. 3 from La Bonne Chanson, Op. 61) 
Mrs. Mathy 
 





Il dolce suono... Spargi d'amaro pianto        G. Donizetti 
 (from Lucia di Lammermoor) 
Mrs. Mathy 
 
Vocalise              S. Rachmaninoff 
Mr. Mix 
 
Der Hölle Rache kocht in meinem Herzen     W. A. Mozart 
(from Die Zauberflöte) 
Mrs. Mathy 
 
Summer (from The Four Seasons)           A. Vivaldi 
Presto 
Mr. Mix 
Translations & Notes 
Retroviseur  - Neglecting the highways, I prefer secondary roads. They are 
all strewn with doubts which will bloom in the spring. Look back in the 
rearview mirror to get ahead in life.  
 
This high speed tune uses the images of vehicles, traffic, and rear view 
mirrors to juxtapose the old and the new in a witty commentary on false 
novelty in the modern world of rapid change. 
 
La Lune Blanche — The white moon shines in the woods. From each 
branch springs a voice beneath the arbor. Oh my beloved the pond reflects, 
like a deep mirror, the silhouette of the black willow where the wind weeps. 
Let us dream! It is the hour. A vast and tender peacefulness seems to 
descend from the firmament made iridescent by the stars. It is the exquisite 
hour! 
 
Il dolce suono - The sweet sound of his voice struck me! That voice won 
this heart of mine! Edgardo, I surrender to you. I escaped your enemies. 
An icy shiver creeps into my chest! Every fiber trembles! My step falters! 
Sit near the fountain with me for a while. Alas! Arises a tremendous 
phantom and separates us. Here let us take refuge, at the foot of the altar. 
It is strewn with roses! A celestial harmony, listen, do you not hear it? Ah, 
the sound of the wedding hymn! The ceremony for us awaits. Oh, how happy 
I am! I feel a joy I cannot express! The incense is burning! Sacred torches 
are glowing all around! Here is the minister! Give me your hand! Oh, 
joyous day!At last I am yours, at last you are mine, to me you have been 
given by God. Every rare pleasure let me with you share. A gentle smile 
from heaven life for us will be. Shed bitter tears on my earthly remains, 
while in Heaven above I pray for you. Only when you join me will Heaven 
be blissful for me, ah yes, for me. 
 
Der Hölle Rache kocht in meinem Herzen - The vengeance of Hell boils 
in my heart, death and despair flame about me! If Sarastro does not through 
you feel the pain of death, then you will be my daughter  nevermore. 
Disowned, abandoned, destroyed be forever all the bonds of nature, if not 
through you Sarastro becomes pale! Hear, Gods of Revenge, hear a 
mother's oath! 
 
Mrs. Mathy presents this recital in partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for the Bachelor of Arts degree in Music with emphasis in 
voice. She is the student of Dr. Neal Woodruff. 
 
Mr. Mix presents this recital in partial fulfillment of the requirements 
for the Bachelor of Arts degree in Music with emphasis in violin.  
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Dr. Paul Kenyon, piano 
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Nightwings            Pat Martino 
 
 
Positive Changes      Dan Whieldon 
 
 
The Maze               Herbie Hancock 
 
 
My Song           Keith Jarrett 
 
 
Highway One           Bobby Hutcherson 
 
 
Secrets of Love      George Cables 
 
 
Bullet Train           Lee Ritenour/Ernie Watts 
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Sonata No. 7 in D Major, Op. 10, No. 3         L. van Beethoven 
 Presto 
Jaclyn Evans, piano 
 
March for Timpani and Brass                   B. Heisinger 
John Donovan, timpani 
with Dr. Barkey Bryant • Austin Stafford • Graham Hughes, trumpet 
Philip Mikesell • Erick Johnson • Stella Barrera, trombone 
 
Czardas                V. Monti 
Molly Jacobs, violin 
Prof. Heather Williams, piano 
 
A Night in Tunisia          J. “Dizzy” Gillespie, F. Paparelli 
Adam Patterson, guitar 
Prof. Freddie Franken, guitar 
 
Klavierstücke Op. 118             J. Brahms 
 Ballade 
Michael Kren, piano 
 
Isn’t She Lovely          S. Wonder, arr. J. Pittman 
Josiah Pittman, bass 
with Phillip Glover • John Donovan • Matt Stepp 
 
Rochut #21          M. Bordogni 
Garrett Johnson, trombone 
Jacly Evans, piano 
 
Aufschwung Op. 12, No. 12       R. Schumann 










Pepperino               R. M. Endressen 
Kaylee Kuyper, clarinet 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Sonata No. 3          G. F. Handel 
Kobe Dickerson, alto saxophone 
Emma Wierenga, piano 
 
On My Own (from Les Misérables)      C. Schönberg 
Elizabeth Bair, alto 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Concerto in Bb           T. Albinoni 
Elena Ramirez, piccolo trumpet 
Prof. Lane Keister, piano 
 
There Will Be Stars                 J. Duke 
Emma Morris, alto 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Sonata in E Minor Op. 14, No. 5           A. Vivaldi 
 Largo 
 Allegro 
Kaylee Gephart, cello 
Emma Wierenga, piano 
 
Wie Melodien zieht es mir             J. Brahms 
Cassidy Elmer, mezzo-soprano 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Beauty and the Beast (from Beauty and the Beast)        A. Menken 
Kyra Blair, alto 
Prof. Lane Keister 
 
Introduction and Dance            J. E. Barat 
Erick Johnson, euphonium 
Emma Wierenga, piano 
 
Far From the Home I Love (from Fiddler on the Roof)  J. Bock 
Samantha Rose Brody, mezzo-soprano 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Dove sono i bei momenti (from Le Nazze di Figaro)  W. A. Mozart 
Ashtyn Williams, soprano 
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A Story by Ivan Trevino 
 
Featuring: 
Space Junk Overture by Electronic Percussion Ensemble 
Dr. Jacklin • Tommy Rankin • Jon Ruby • Hance Throckmorton 
 
Glimmer by Ivan Trevino 
Nick Grimberg • Dr. Jacklin 
Dr. Jori Sharda, piano • Ryan Woodruff, cello 
 
Space Junk by Ivan Trevino 
Prof. Bowers • Carson Lau • Malik Temple • Hance Throckmorton 
 
Into the Air by Ivan Trevino 





by Michael Daugherty 
Prof. Rachel Jacklin, electric violin 
Nate Lain, bass 
Emma Hayes, synth 
Wyatt Bol • Hannah Mobley • Bekah Mondy • Amy Shinaberger 
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Prof. Heather Williams, director 
 
At the Round Earth’s Imagined Corners      W. Spencer, words J. Donne 
Three Choral Ballads                                                             W. Stenhammar 
                September 
                The Garden of the Seraglio 
                If I Had 
Concert Singers 
Dr. Neal Woodruff, conductor 
 
Psalm 55 (from Mora)       arr. S. Rascher 
Shepherd’s Song        F. Mendelssohn, arr. B. Weinberger 
It Was A Lover And His Lass        T. Morley, arr. R. Shepherd 
Saxophone Quartet 
Prof. Jerry Luzeniecki, director 
 
A Gaelic Offering       C. McMichael 
 Rose Cottage 
 Describe a Circle 
Flute Choir 
Prof. Katherine Nielsen, director 
 
Music for Brass               A. Spirea 
 Chorale 
Walking the Dog              G. Gershwin, arr. M. Kingston 
Colonel Bogey       K. J. Alford, arr. M. Kingston 
Brass Quintet 
Prof. Eric Penrod, director 
 
Jour D’Été À La Montagne for Four Flutes             E. Bozza 
 Ronde 
Flute Studio Class 
Prof. Katherine Nielsen, director 
 
Quintet in E Op. 11, No. 5         L. Bocherini 
 Menuet 
Symphony No. 94                J. Haydn 
 Andante 
Piano Ensemble 
Dr. Paul Kenyon, director 
University Strings 





























Dr. Neal Woodruff, conductor 
Emily Adams • Eddie Andersen • Dawson Barnhart • Brittany Bergstrand 
Lexi Borton • Noah Campbell-White • Aaron Degner • Allie Degner 
Joshua Kelley • Michael Kren • Isaac Lee • Sarah Loisch 
Jani Massey • Jeanette Mathy • Jessica Newby • Samantha Pepper 
Noah Schuitema • Ashtyn Williams • Ryan Woodruff 
 
Saxophone Quintet 
Prof. Jerry Luzeniecki, director 
Emma Wierenga • Kobe Dickerson, alto 
Anderson Murfin, tenor • Michael DeClue, baritone 
 
Flute Choir 
Prof. Katherine Nielsen, director 
Heather Van Dommelen • Ellen Jacobs 
Carlynn Rodriguez-Bartolon •Elizabeth Bair 
 
Brass Quartet 
Prof. Eric Penrod, director 
Nolan Lewis • Elena Ramirez, trumpet 
Michael Murray, horn • Erick Johnson, trombone • Austin Brown, tuba 
 
Flute Studio 
Prof. Katherine Nielsen, director 
Ellen Fennell • Elizabeth Kijowski 
Heather Van Dommelen • Prof. Katherine Nielsen 
 
Piano Ensemble 
Dr. Paul Kenyon, director 
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Seasons of Love Jonathan Larson, arr. Roger Emerson 
Soloists: Abriella Caravette & Evan Mach 
 
Her Voice Alan Menken, arr. Evan Mach 
Soloist: Eric Pendleton & Evan Mach 
 
Lost Boy Lost Boy, arr. Mark Brymer 
Soloist: Caitlyn Dooley 
 
I Won't Say (I'm in Love) (from Hercules) Alan Menken 
Soloist: Kelsey Schrag 
 
You Will Be Found (from Dear Evan Hansen) Benj Pasek/Justin Paul,  
arr. Mac Huff 
Soloists: Eric Pendleton & Kelsey Schrag 
 
Apollo Choir 
Prof. Alyssa Norden, director 
Mr. Kavin Sampson, piano 




Being Found written by Evan Mach 
Lexi: Abriella Caravette 
Sam: Kelsey Schrag 




The Other Side (from The Greatest Showman) John Debney 
Soloists: Ryan Woodruff & Evan Mach 
 
The Fire Within Me (from Little Women) Jason Howland 
Soloist: Rebekah Szilagyi 
 







Facade (from Jekyll & Hyde) Frank Wildhorn/Leslie Bricusse,  
arr. Daniel Lesh 
Soloist: Adam Bieker 
 
Human Rag'n'Bone Man, Jamie Hartman/Rory Graham, arr. Daniel Lesh 
Soloist: Carter Weitzel 
 
Who I'd Be (from Shrek) Jeanine Tesori, arr. Daniel Lesch 
Soloist: Ryan Woodruff 
 
This Is Me (from The Greatest Showman) Benj Pasek/Justin Paul,  
arr. Daniel Lesch 
Soloists: Rebekah Szilagyi & Nicholus Johnson 
 
Sound Foundation Show Choir 




















Sound Foundation Show Choir 
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Sound Foundation Combo 
Mr. Dan Lesch, combo director 























Tenor Sax 1 
Zach Ackerman 
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Petit Pièce Concertante              G. Balay 
Allegro for Bb Trumpet            A. Vivaldi 
Badinage                E. Bozza 
Nolan Lewis, trumpet 
Prof. Heather Williams, piano 
 
 
Vergebliches Ständchen             J. Brahms 
Dolente imagine di Fille mia             V. Bellini 
Into the Night            C. Edwards 
The Bubble Song               M. Shaw 
Kailie Patterson, mezzo-soprano 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
 
Second Sonata for Clarinet and Piano           J. Brahms 
 Allegro amabile 
Hannah Kegg, clarinet 
Prof. Heather Williams, piano 
 
 
Concert Etude          A. Goedicke 
Romance in Eb         L. Ostransky 
Concerto in Bb           T. Albinoni 
Elena Ramirez, trumpet 
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No. 21               B. Rochut 
Sonata No. 5 in D Major            J. Galliard 
Garrett Johnson, trombone 
Jaclyn Evans, piano 
 
L’Heure exquise             Poldowski 
Cara e dolce            A. Scarlatti 
I’m Not That Girl (from Wicked)        S. Schwartz 
Rachel Stinespring, contralto 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
Wie Melodien zieht es mir             J. Brahms 
Beau soir            C. Debussy 
I’ll Be Here                A. Gwon 
Cassidy Elmer, mezzo-soprano 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Soul Eyes           M. Waldron 
Fughetta        R. Pick 
Allegro à la Sor               L. I. Gall 
Matthew Stepp, guitar 
Jaclyn Evans, piano 
 
Hell’s Pagement       F. Keel 
Die beiden grenadiere        R. Schumann 
Questo amor, vergogna mia (from Edgar)          G. Puccini 
There’s No Business Like Show Business             I. Berlin 
 (from There’s No Business Like Show Business) 
Noah Campbell-White, baritone 
Prof. Lane Keister, piano 
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Tuesday, April 16, 2019 
 
Larsen 140 







Salut, demeure chaste et pure (from Faust)         C. Gounod 
Sea Snatch (from Hermit Songs)                    S. Barber  
Dille ch’il viver mio             A. Vivaldi 
Adelaïde             L. van Beethoven 
Ryan Woodruff, tenor 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Liebst du um Schönheit       C. Schumann 
There Will Be Stars                 J. Duke 
Nuit d’étoiles (from Le Nozze di Figaro)        C. Debussy 
Un moto di gioia       W. A. Mozart 
Emma Morris, alto 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Wie melodien zieht es mir             J. Brahms 
Beau Soir            C. Debussy 
Ridente la calma        W. A. Mozart 
Weep You No More Sad Fountains            R. Quilter 
Cassidy Elmer, mezzo-soprano 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Vergebliches Ständchen             J. Brahms 
Dolente imagine di fille mia (from Tre Ariette)          V. Bellini 
Chanson d’amour                G. Fauré 
The Bubble Song               M. Shaw 
Kailie Patterson, mezzo-soprano 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
I Will Sing of Thy Great Mercies             F. Mendelssohn 
Dove sono i bei momenti (from Le Nozze di Figaro)  W. A. Mozart 
Die Lorelei                  F. Liszt 
Clair de Lune            C. Debussy 
Ashtyn Williams, soprano 




Die Beiden Grenandiere       R. Schumann 
Questo Amor (from Edgar)                   G. Puccini 
Après un Rêve                          G. Fauré 
A Wanderer’s Song (from The Saltwater Ballads)   F. Keel 
Noah Campbell-White, baritone 
Prof. Lane Keister, piano 
 
En Sourdine            C. Debussy 
Lied aus der Ferne            L. van Beethoven 
Hai già vinta la causa (from Le Nozze di Figaro)   W. A. Mozart 
Youth and Love (from Songs of Travel)   R. Vaughan Williams 
Aaron Degner, baritone 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
Ici-bas!                 G. Fauré 
Erlkönig            F. Schubert 
Dream Valley               R. Quilter 
Per me giunto (from Don Carlo)              G. Verdi 
Isaac Lee, baritone 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
Vergebliches Ständchen             J. Brahms 
Take Care of This House (from 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue)    L. Bernstein 
Nuit D’etoiles            C. Debussy 
Voi, che sapete (from Le Nozze di Figaro)    W. A. Mozart 
Haley Mitacek, mezzo-soprano 
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THE HALE-WILDER VOICE SCHOLASHIP 
 The scholarship is available to music majors with Voice as their applied area. 
Selection is made through a competitive audition in which participants sing four 




 ROBERT HALE, distinguished leading bass-baritone of NYC’s 
Metropolitan Opera - as well as nearly every major opera house on four continents- 
has enjoyed a singing career spanning more than five decades. The late DEAN 
WILDER was chairman of the voice departments of Westminster Choir College 
(Princeton, NJ) and William Jewell College (Liberty, MO). 
 
 Concurrent with their individual professional commitments, Messers Hale & 
Wilder collaborated in a joint singing career (1964-1984) which resulted in 15 albums 
of music and some 4,000 personal appearances throughout the world, most of them 
performed with pianist-conductor-arranger, Ovid Young. Several of those concerts 
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Tuesday, April 16, 2019 
 
Kresge Auditorium 








Czardas                V. Monti 
Partita No. 3               J. S. Bach 
 Bourrée 
 Gigue 
Meditation (from Thaïs)         J. Massenett 
Molly Jacobs, violin 
Prof. Heather Williams, piano 
 
After the Storm        J. A. Spencer 
Bushido: The Way of the Warrior        J. Willmarth 
 Meiyo (Honor and Glory) 
Marimba Concerto No. 1             Chin-Chang Lin 
 One Dream 
Rebekah Mondy, percussion 
Dr. Paul Kenyon, piano 
 
La Flute de Pan            J. Mouquet 
 Pan et les Oiseaux 
 Pan et les Bergers 
The Great Train Race                 I. Clark 
Elizabeth Kijowski, flute 
Prof. Lane Keister, piano 
 
Zigeunerweisen            P. Sarasate 
Partita No. 2               J. S. Bach 
 Gigue 
Ashley Ramirez, violin 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Concerto in C Major               J. Haydn 
 Moderato 
Ryan Woodruff, cello 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 




THE HOPKINS SCHOLARSHIP 
 
The Hopkins Family Instrumental Scholarship was established by Dr. and 
Mrs. Harlow Hopkins in memory of his parents.  The scholarship is available 
to music majors whose applied instrument is in the area of winds, strings, or 
percussion, and it is awarded annually through a competitive audition. 
 
Dr. Harlow Hopkins was a member of the ONU music faculty from 1953 
until 1996. For most of those years he served as conductor of the Concert 
Band and from 1974 until his retirement in 1996, he served as Chairman of 
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Thursday, April 25, 2019 
 
Kresge Auditorium 





The African Queen       Horace Silver 
Saga of Harrison Crabfeathers         Steve Kuhn 
Recordame       Joe Henderson 
Jazz Combo 
Prof. Freddie Franken, director 
 
This Is My Father’s World/For the Beauty of the Earth      arr. Jeff Hamlin 
God So Loved the World                                                     arr. Bob Kauflin 
Circle of Life (from Lion King)                                          arr. Sam Robson 
featuring Eddie Andersen, solo 
Concert Singers 
Dr. Neal Woodruff, conductor 
 
Attention        Charlie Puth, Jacob Kasher  
Turn Your Love Around        Bill Champlin, Steve Lukather, Jay Graydon  
Heartbreaker            Pat Benatar 
Pop-Rock Combo 
Prof. Freddie Franken, director 
 
 
Moanin'           Charles Mingus, arr. Sy Johnson 
Body and Soul            Johnny Green, arr. Marty Paich 
Have You Heard              Pat Metheny arr. Bob Curnow 
Jazz Band 
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Prof. Freddie Franken, director 
 
Phil Glover, drums 
John Donovan, bass 
Aaron Benda, piano 
Micah Dascenzo, guitar 
Tyler Chapman, guitar 
Curtis Snow, vibes 
Jeanette Mathy, viola 
Eddie Andersen, trumpet 




Dr. Neal Woodruff, conductor 
 
Emily Adams • Eddie Andersen • Dawson Barnhart • Brittany Bergstrand 
Lexi Borton • Noah Campbell-White • Aaron Degner • Allie Degner 
Joshua Kelley • Michael Kren • Isaac Lee • Sarah Loisch 
Jani Massey • Jeanette Mathy • Jessica Newby • Samantha Pepper 
Noah Schuitema • Ashtyn Williams • Ryan Woodruff 
 
Pop-Rock Combo 
Prof. Freddie Franken, director 
 
Lexi Borton, voice 
Curtis Snow, drums 
Jo Pittman, bass 
Mike DeClue, bass/sax 
Tommy Rankin, piano 
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Kresge Auditorium/Larsen 140 






Allegro Marcato              R. Carroll 
Curtis Snow, timpani 
 
Dream Valley               R. Quilter 
Samantha Harris, mezzo-soprano 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
Django’s Stomp               D. Bruce 
Caitlyn Dooley, guitar 
Adam Patterson, guitar 
 
Au Couvent             A. Borodin 
Alayna Cox, piano 
 
Vocalise              S. Rachmaninoff 
Philip Mikesell, euphonium 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
O Isis und Osiris (from Die Zauberflöte)    W. A. Mozart 
Dawson Barnhart, bass 
Isaac Lee, piano 
 
Rondo alla Turca       F. Burgmüller 
Ellen Jacobs, piano 
 
La Cage de Cristal       J. Ibert 
Heather Van Dommelen, flute 
Isaac Lee, piano 
 
Allegro            M. Giuliani 
Tsakani Chambo, guitar 
 
Wie Melodien zieht es mir             J. Brahms 
Beau soir            C. Debussy 
I’ll Be Here                A. Gwon 
Cassidy Elmer, mezzo-soprano 








Solo de Councours            H. Rabaud 
Annie Webster, clarinet 
Jaclyn Evans, piano 
 
Badinage                E. Bozza 
Nolan Lewis, trumpet 
Prof. Heather Williams, piano 
 
All That Matters              G. Barlow, E. Kennedy 
Victoria Volante, soprano 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Concerto No. 2 in G Major              J. Haydn 
Caleb Uhlman, violin 
Sarah Loisch, piano 
 
Three Romances        R. Schumann 
 Movement 1 
Mike DeClue, saxophone 
Emma Wierenga, piano 
 
Au Chloë        W. A. Mozart 
Kelsey Schrag, soprano 
Prof. Sonya Comer, piano 
 
Intermezzo         J. Feld 
Austin Stafford, trumpet 
Dr. Jeff Bell, piano 
 
In His Eyes (from Jekyll & Hyde)        F. Wildhorn 
Jordyn Dunbar, mezzo-soprano 
Kiara Mounts, mezzo-soprano 
Dr. Neal Woodruff, piano 
 
Fantasy Piece         R. Schumann 
 Quick and with fire 
Anderson Murfin, saxophone 
Emma Wierenga, piano 
 
Andante et Allegro           J. Ed. Barat 
Stella Barrera, trombone 
















27 Proclamation Gospel Choir, College Church, 7:00 pm*+ 
29 Nielson/Young Piano Scholarship Audition, Centennial, 7:00 pm* 
30 Symphonic Band Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
 
May 
  2 Wind Ensemble Concert, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 pm* 
  4 Commencement Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
 
*recital credit given 
+admittance fee required 
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Dr. Marvin A. Jones, director 
Dr. Don Reddick, piano 
Mr. Vinnie Basile, bass 
Mr. Brandon Lindsay, drums 
 
    
 
7:00 p.m. 
Saturday, April 27, 2019 
 








The Presence of the Lord is Here             K. Carr, arr. B. Knight 
featuring Aaron Newsome 
 
Everybody Clap Your Hands        P. Gray, Jr., arr. B. Knight 
 
Faithful Is Our God             J. Bartholomew, arr. B. Knight 
featuring Natalie Roberson 
 
Because of Who You Are         M. D. & Daniel Munizzi, arr. B. Knight 
featuring Lauren McQuen 
 
Glorify Your Name          K. Singleton, arr. B. Knight & R. Stone 
featuring Ayana Rayfield 
 
Giants         D. Lawrence, arr. B. Knight 
featuring Dr. Marvin A. Jones 
 
Now Behold the Lamb          K. Franklin 
featuring Courtney Griffin 
 
Lord, You’re Holy             E. James, arr. B. Knight 
featuring Victoria Volante 
 
Recognition of Seniors 
 
God Provides            K. Franklin 
featuring Courtney Griffin 
 
Ride On King Jesus         arr. E. Locke 
 
 
   
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29 Nielson/Young Piano Scholarship Audition, Centennial, 7:00 pm* 
30 Symphonic Band Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
 
May 
  2 Wind Ensemble Concert, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 pm* 
  4 Commencement Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 


























    
 
7:00 p.m. 
Monday, April 29, 2019 
 
Centennial Chapel 






Sonata in D, Op. 10 No. 3           Beethoven 
Presto 
Sonata in B minor, K. 87               Scarlatti 
Concerto Op. 18       Rachmaninov 




Fantasiestücke, Op. 12            Schumann 
Aufschwung 
Concerto Op. 50           Kabalevsky 




French Suite in D minor         Bach 
 Allemande 
 Courante 
Pagodas from Estampes                Debussy 





Ballade in G minor, Op. 118 No. 2               Brahms 
Prelude in D from WTC book 1        Bach 
Reverie                 Debussy 
Michael Kren 
 
   
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THE NIELSON/YOUNG PIANO SCHOLARSHIP 
  
 Duo-pianists Stephen Nielson and Ovid Young are the benefactors that 
make possible this scholarship. They met while both faculty members of the 
Olivet Nazarene University School of Music, and, for many years, maintained 
busy careers in performances throughout the world.  
  
 The Scholarship is available to Music Majors whose applied instrument 
is piano, and it is awarded through a competitive audition where the pianists must 













30 Symphonic Band Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 
 
May 
  2 Wind Ensemble Concert, Centennial Chapel, 7:00 pm* 
  4 Commencement Concert, Kresge, 7:00 pm* 











Dr. Matt Stratton, conductor 
Prof. Jerry Luzeniecki, conductor 
 




Tuesday, April 30, 2019 
 
Kresge Auditorium 










Funk Infusion            Scott Ward 
Percussion Ensemble 
Prof. Zachary Bowers, director 
 
 
Washington Post            John Philip Sousa 
 
Summer in Rio              Claude T. Smith 
 
Air from County Derry         arr. Joseph Kreines 
 
Variations on a Shaker Melody              Aaron Copland 
 
Dusk         Steven Bryant 
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The Washington Post - Often referred to as The Washington Post March, it was 
composed by John Philip Sousa in 1899 after receiving a request from the then 
new owners of the Washington Post newspaper for a composition to be performed 
at the newspaper’s essay contest awards ceremony.  It was performed on the 
grounds of the Smithsonian Museum before a very large crowd that included 
President Benjamin Harrison.  To this day, it remains one of Sousa’s most popular 
marches.   
 
Claude T Smith is a prolific writer of repertoire for wind band. Summer in Rio 
captures the harmonies and rhythms of Latin America, a dialect that greatly 
expanded music in the twentieth century. 
 
Air from County Derry - This melody is commonly known as Londonderry Aire 
or Oh Danny Boy.  There are many settings and arrangements of this tune.  This 
particular arrangement by Joseph Kreines was dedicated to the Andrew Jackson 
Middle School Band of Titusville, FL and their director, James Matthews.  It’s not 
complicated or difficult but it is pretty, well crafted and accessible. 
 
Variations on a Shaker Melody - The ballet Appalachian Spring was premiered 
in 1944 and continues to be popular as an orchestral suite.  The following year, 
composer Aaron Copland was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for Music.  Although 
many believe it to be inspired by folk music, the Shaker tune ‘Tis the Gift To Be 
Simple is the only actual folk song quoted by the composer.  The lyrics:‘Tis the 
gift to be simple, ‘Tis the gift to be free, ‘Tis the gift to come down where we ought 
to be, And when we find ourselves in the place just right, ‘Twill be in the valley of 
joy and delight. When true simplicity is gained, To bow and to bend we will not 
be shamed, To turn, turn will be our delight, ‘Till by turning, turning we come 
’round right. 
 
This simple, chorale-like work captures the reflective calm of dusk, paradoxically 
illuminated by the fiery hues of sunset. I’m always struck by the dual nature of this 
experience, as if witnessing an event of epic proportions silently occurring in slow 
motion. Dusk is intended as a short, passionate evocation of this moment of 
dramatic stillness.      - Steven Bryant 
 
This composition is an episodic work that paints a musical portrait of Red Rock 
Mountain, a beautiful mountain landscape in Pennsylvania. Brass fanfares and 
soaring wind lines begin the piece, transitioning into an emotional section 
depicting the mountains at dusk. As the sun rises and sheds light on its peaks, the 
music becomes lyrical and rhythmically incisive, culminating in a heroic brass 







































































Kevin Cheney  

















































Prof. Zachary Bowers, director 
Seth Carnell • Andrew Case • Luke Johnson • Megan Mishler 
Bobby Mueller • Samantha Shepherd • Ian Varquez • David Wagner 













Dr. Neal McMullian, conductor 
 
featuring 
Mr. Josh Ring, organist 
 




Thursday, May 2, 2019 
 
Centennial Chapel 





Star Spangled Banner    John Stafford Smith, arr. by Luigi Zaninelli 
 
Salvum Fac Populum Tuum, op. 84    Charles-Marie Widor 
Mr. Ring, organ 
ONU Wind Ensemble Brass & Snare Drum 
 
Lincolnshire Posy            Percy Aldridge Grainger 
 No. 1 Lisbon (Sailor’s Song) 
 No. 2 Horkstow Grange (narrating local history) 
 No. 3 Rufford Park Pochers (Poaching Song) 
 No. 4 The Brisk Young Sailor (returned to wed his True Love) 
 No. 5 Lord Melbourne (War Song) 
 No. 6 The Lost Lady Found (Dance Song) 
ONU Wind Ensemble 
 
Präludium und Fuge über den Namen BACH, S. 260/ii       Franz Liszt 
Mr. Ring, organ 
 
Ghost Train        Eric Whitacre 
 
Tidal Forces         Michael Markowski 
 
The Pathfinder of Panama           John Philip Sousa 
 
ONU Wind Ensemble 
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Star Spangled Banner, harmonized and arranged by Luigi Zaninelli, is written in a slow, 
meditative style in honor of fallen military heroes.  Two verses are performed, with the second 
harmonized with America the Beautiful. 
 
Salvum Fac Populum Tuum - the title is taken from the text of the Te Deum (translating as 
‘Lord, save Thy people’). It develops a sense of struggle and gritty determination, as befits a 
piece written in 1916 during the darkest, most daunting months of World War I.   As Widor 
wrote in a letter, “Un éclat d’obus tombait sur am table alors que j’écrivais mon Salvum Fac” 
(“A piece of shrapnel fell on my table as I was writing my Salvum Fac.”). Widor, anticipating 
the end of hostilities, composed the piece in the midst of the First World War as a heroic march.  
It was meant to be performed in Notre Dame Cathedral during the victory celebrations.  
However, its performance did not take place until November 17, 1918. 
 
Lincolnshire Posy – This bunch of “musical wildflowers” (hence the title, “Lincolnshire Posy”) 
is based on folksongs collected in Lincolnshire, England (one noted by Miss Lucy E. 
Broadwood; the other five noted by me, mainly in the years 1905-1906, and with the help of 
the phonograph), and the work is dedicated to the old folksingers who sang so sweetly to me.  
Indeed, each number is intended to be a kind of musical portrait of the singer who sang its 
underlying melody – a musical portrait of the singer’s personality no less than of his habits of 
song – his regular or irregular wonts of rhythm, his preference for gaunt or ornately arabesque 
delivery, his contrasts of legato and staccato, his tendency towards breadth or delicacy of tone.
           -Percy Aldridge Grainger 
 
Präludium und Fuge über den Namen BACH, S. 260/ii is one of Liszt’s finest works for the 
organ, which is a Prelude and Fugue on the Theme B-A-C-H.  Meant as an homage to the great 
Johann Sebastian Bach, this piece is built entirely from a motive on his last name.  In Germany, 
B is equivalent to our B-flat and H means B-natural, so the entire motive is really B-flat, A, C, 
and B-natural.  This serves as the building block for both the prelude and the fugue.  As can be 
expected from a typical keyboard work of Franz Liszt, this piece is both dramatic and virtuosic. 
 
Ghost Train illustrates a tale from American folklore of a supernatural machine that roars 
throughout the Western United States. It is highly programmatic and particularly rich in special 
effects. Compositional techniques include pitch bending for the train whistle, accelerandos 
combined with rhythmical patterns mimicking the gradual start of a steam engine, layered 
instrumentation with dynamic changes to suggest the movement of the train as it passes different 
scenery, and extensive use of ostinati (repetitive rhythmic-harmonic schemes) that portray the 
relentless movement of a train. 
 
Tidal Forces – On the surface, Tidal Forces is a water piece.  From Claude Debussy’s La Mer 
to Mason Bates’ Liquid Interface, composers from every decade have sought to musically 
romanticize the meditative, the majestic, and at times, the destructive power of water.  Above 
all, the music is meant to be a celebration of life ever-changing and to some degree even a 
spiritual reflection of these invisible strings that bind us together.              –Michael Markowski 
 
Pathfinder of Panama – One of the twelve marches Sousa composed for various expositions 
or fairs, “The Pathfinder of Panama” was dedicated to the Panama Canal and the Panama-
Pacific Exposition held in San Francisco in 1915.  Sousa’s Band played a nine-week 
engagement at the exposition.  The march was composed at the request of Walter Anthony, a 
reporter for the San Francisco Call.  The Panama Canal was the pathfinder of Sousa’s title; it 
shortened the ocean voyage between San Francisco and New York by 8,000 miles. 
 
Guest soloist, Josh Ring -  Josh Ring is currently a graduate organ student at the 
University of Iowa.  Josh earned his Master of Music in Composition and a 
Performer’s Certificate in Organ, both from Northern Illinois University with a 4.0 
GPA.  He also received his Bachelor of Music, summa cum laude, from Olivet 
Nazarene University in Music Composition and Piano Performance, where he was a 
recipient of the 2012 Walter B. Larsen Award & Naomi Larsen Scholarship. 
 
Most recently Josh was a quarter-finalist in the 2019 Mikael Tariverdiev International 
Organ Competition.  He also won the 2019 Organ Scholar Competition at Immanuel 
Lutheran Church of Evanston, IL, won first place in the 2018 Fox Valley AGO Young 
Organists Scholarship Competition, and is a 2016 recipient of the E. Power Biggs 
Fellowship Award from the Organ Historical Society.  He was selected for the 2018 
AGO Student Commissioning Project to collaborate with composer Joshua Malavé in 
the creation and premiere of a new organ composition: Boricua.  Josh has also been 
featured on the radio program Pipedreams, and he has performed in masterclasses with 
such international artists as Olivier Latry, Nathan Laube, Craig Cramer, Stefan Engels, 
and Wilma Jensen. 
 






















































































































Saturday, May 4, 2019 
 
Kresge Auditorium 








Concerto No.2 in G minor, Op.8 (from Summer)         A. Vivaldi 
 Presto 
Connor Mix, violin (2019) 
 
 
Concertino, Op.26              C.M. von Weber 
Tatiana Maravillas, clarinet (2019) 
 
 
Salut! demeure chaste et pure (from Faust)         C. Gounod 
Ryan Woodruff, tenor (2021) 
 
 
Concerto No. 2 in C minor, Op.18            S. Rachmaninov 
 Adagio sostenuto 
Jaclyn Evans, piano (2020) 
 
 
Concerto for Marimba            P. Creston 
 Lively  





Recognition of graduating Music Majors 
 
School of Music 
2019-2020 Foundation Scholarships 
 
Brad Kelley Composition Scholarship 
 
Robert Hale - Dean Wilder Voice Scholarship 
 
The Hopkins Family Instrumental Scholarship 
 
Stephen Nielson - Ovid Young Piano Scholarship 
 
Pi Kappa Lambda Installation 
 
Walter B. Larsen Award for Musical Excellence 
and Naomi Larsen Scholarship 
 
 
Spargi d’amoro pianto (from Lucia di Lammermoor)     G. Donizetti 
Jeanette Mathy, soprano (2019) 
 
 
Concerto in G major, Hob.VIIa:4             F. Haydn 
 Allegro moderato 
Joy MacLean, violin (2021) 
 
 
Per me giunto (from Don Carlo)              G. Verdi 
Isaac Lee, baritone (2020) 
 
 
Zigeunerweisen, Op.20 (from Gypsy Airs)   P. de Sarasate 
Ashley Ramirez, violin (2022) 
 
 
Concerto No. 2 in C minor, Op.18            S. Rachmaninov 
 Moderato 
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Connor Mix* (19) 
Molly Jacobs 





















































The School of Music prays you enjoy 
your summer vacation. We look forward 
to seeing you all in the fall! 
